






Starting this magazine, we had no idea what we were up against.  Albeit we may have bit off more than we could 
chew but then the first issue came out and we were applauded.  It was the shear response and support that we 
received that pushed us on to the next installment:  Our Autumn September Issue.  We both felt the gypsy-themed 
issue embodied the free-spirited drive that lead us to start the magazine in the first place. We curated some 
wonderful talent and put together an issue that we feel is inspiring and a great follow up to our first.  
Our cover editorial, shot in the La Mirage lakebed in the Mohave Desert, encompasses this season’s cornucopia 
of color, prints, fur and leather pieces. And in keeping with that eclectic gypsy style, we combined them all into a 
bright colorful explosion. We hope you enjoy.
Again, as proud parents of this endeavor we would like to thank everyone for their time, dedication and belief 
in this publication and in us.  This magazine would not exist without you.  Now, pull out your leathers, fringe, 
digital prints, denim, bangles, floppy hats and anything furry and get your boho moto ON!
Enjoy & Bisous!

Shelli Wright
Creative Director / Co - Editor
Christopher Robin Bredesen
Design Director / Co - Editor



fendi

By natalie de groot  |  Fashion director

michael  
kors

stella 
mccartney

haider 

akerman

Waisted
haider akerman, fendi,  

michael kors,  
stella mccartney

While fashion’s focus remains on the 
waist, flamboyant peplums give way to 
beautifully tailored curves and belted 

middles, creating an hourglass line that 
is super-feminine

runway to closet...



dolce  
& gabbana

balmain

versus

christopher 
kane

haider 
akerman

alberta 
ferretti

Decadence 

balmain, dolce & Gabbana

let a decadent dress speak for itself,  
or match ethereal lace with luxurious 

embroidery-extravagance is the  
only option this season.

Purple 
Reign

haider akerman, alberta 
ferretti, christopher 

kane, versus

it is the colour of luxury and passion, 
of princely robes and papal vestments, 

dazzling gems and florid prose. 
and now it’s the reigning 

colour of the season. 



doo. ri

alexander 
wang

eli  
saab

dolce &  
gabbana

erdem

Winter  
in Bloom

emprio armani, dolce & 
Gabbana, erdem

With their hothouse hues and perfectly 
cultivated patterns, winter’s florals add 

an air of ornateness, putting a fresh 
spin on the idea of flowers in winter.

emprio 
armani

Nouveux 
Gothic 

doo. ri, eli saab,  
alexander wanG

high on gothic glamour and rich with 
suggestion (rebel, vixen. . . ) , glossy black 
leather offers a sleek take on autumn’s 

new decadent air.



antonio  
azzualo

hermes

costume 
national

 MEN’S TRENDS
Four getta-bout-it.

bottega 
veneta

lanvin 1EffoRTlESS, SiMplE aND SlEEk  
it’s always good when you can walk out of the house looking eFFortless, almost as 
if you just threw something on. the models that walked antonio azzuolo, lanvin, and 
costume national certainly did. even Bottega Veneta and hermes chose to dress it 
up a bit, but they both followed one siMPle rule and that was to keep it sleeK. let’s 
be realistic! We rarely just throw something on but if you are going to spend an hour 
and a half in front of the mirror, this is the season to look like you didn’t.

MoNTy JackSoN 
coNTRibuTiNg faShioN EDiToR

2
damir doma

dior

STaTEMENT pRiNTS 
aND paTTERNS 
if simple isn’t in your vocabulary, 
you will just love what damir doma, 
Moschino, and roberto cavalli sent 
down the runway this season. loud 
Patterns clashing with the ever 
so basic fall styles that most peo-
ple would opt for.  dior’s take on 
a stateMent definitely caught my 
eye with a ton of large oversized 
Prints in the in the collection.

roberto  

cavalli

moschino
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JEwEl ToNES  
aND METallicS   
this  Fall season is all about metallics, jewel tones, and sure go 
ahead and combine them: Metallic Jewel tones! JeWel tones 
and Metallics are the perfect addition to any outfit whether 
you’re dressed up or dressed down. these colors seem to bring 
life to a sometimes drab or dreary wardrobe season.

coloR pop   
a little or a lot?  Burberry and 
louis Vuitton stuck to a more tra- ditional use of the stan-
dard “PoP oF color” trend, where as givenchy might 
have been a bit more liberal with the paint brush. Whether 
it is a little pop of turquoise or a much bolder splash of red, 
color in your fall wardrobe is an absolute necessity.

viktor  
& rolf

gucci

dsQuared

ports 1961

burberry 

prorsum

givenchy

louis  
vuitton
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  gypsy get-away   
beauty

we enhance

as temperatures descend this season, travel agents 
begin to rejoice in unison as phone calls begin to flow 
to secure spots in exotically tropical destinations across 
the globe. We begin packing months before in our 
heads as that sunlight at the end of the tunnel nears.

and although bikinis, wedges and sarongs may have 
been necessities of the past - this time around sun 
kissed skin is good, but protected and healthy skin 
is even better! Baking until a sizzling crisp is so four 
years ago.

there are a few new products on the market that you 
can safely pass through tsa in a carry on, even if your 
holiday is a weekend long. (and a little something-
something for your manly man.)

vmv hypoallergenics vacation kit   
Fully loaded with a sport sunscreen, lip balm, shampoo/
conditioner and a cooling gel for face and body. 
available at VMVhypoallergenics.com for $28.

vbeautÉ it kit  Packaged in a sleek gunmetal clutch, 
this customizable skincare system holds all the essentials 
you’d ever need when away from home. contains a 
cleanser, exfoliator, protecting serum, moisturizing cream, 
and an eye-cream. available at Vbeaute.com $165

coola liplux 
spf 30  an 
organic lip treatment 
with vitamins and 
antioxidants that 
butters kissers to 
perfectly nourished. 
coolasuncare.com  
$12

superGoop! sunscreen single swipe tote 
sPF30+ containing 7 wipes and formulated for the 
most sensitive of skins, protects, resists water and 
fits perfectly into any bag. supergoop.com $15

dirt armor   For 
the male persuasion in 
a minimalist undercover 
moisturizer/sunscreen 
with sPF 15 from the 
people who know all 
about the sun...australians. 
dirtformen.com $29



the history of fortune telling
by shelli wright

behold 

the  

future



the history of fortune telling
by shelli wright

i ’d liKe to thinK there is a Mysterious sPecial giFt giVen to a 
selected FeW. the giFt oF diVination oF sight.  We’Ve all coMe 
across this quandary at one MoMent or another haVen’t 
We?  We call it déJà Vu or haPPenstance or eVen Fate and 
Want to BelieVe that these Feelings Predict our Futures in 
soMe Way.  the gyPsy, the Magician, or PerhaPs a Mysterious 
WoMan Who coaxes you into an oPen doorWay all sParK 
your curiosity don’t they?

I
came from a family of healers, card 
readers and spell makers.  am i in 
a coven? no.  do i follow a cara-

van of others?  no.  do i have any 
ties to gypsies, magicians, soothsayers 
or witches?  no. i led a pretty normal 
suburban life with a stay at home mom, 
an executive dad and 4 older siblings.  
i just have a childhood filled with 
memories of my aunt reading people’s 
fortunes with a deck of playing cards 
for fun at cocktail parties in the 70s.  a 
similar memory stands true in my pre-
teens only this time it was watching my 
older sister systematically read a deck 
of tarot cards as if it was second na-
ture. By the time i was in my teens i too 
could interpret the cards but only at 
keggers or at all-night slumber parties.  
later, much later, i found myself being 
stalked by a gypsy man (who shall re-
main nameless) simply because he said 
i looked like a gypsy girl in a movie of 
his youth. yes go ahead and laugh, but 
my roommates and household at the 
time were bombarded by excessive 
phone calls and harassment until one 
day he simply said he had placed a 
curse on all of us.  us? yeah, i’m not 

sure if he was serious or even capable 
of doing said curse but i did happen 
to journey to a local occult shop and 
ask for some guidance.  the man who 
owned the shop simply told me not to 
worry, gypsy men are dramatic and 
poor curse casters. it’s the women you 
have to worry about. i’m pretty sure he 
was joking although to my knowledge 
i don’t think any of us have led cursed 
lives to date but i suppose there’s al-
ways the future.

  Fortune telling has been around 
for thousands of years.  We’d like to 
think of fortune tellers as these mysteri-
ous women looking over a crystal ball 
with scarves across their heads but no, 
fortune telling or clairvoyance actually 
spans cultures and continents.

  the history of fortune telling goes 
back to 3000 B.c. when special clair-
voyants were hired for the Kings and 
clergymen to predict the most suit-
able strategies for them. nevertheless, 
fortune tellers soon lost respect and 
popularity during the rise of reason in 
the 17th and 18th century.

  in europe, fortune telling was con-

sidered a sin, therefore it was legally 
forbidden. there were even civil laws 
which were passed that forbade its 
practice completely.  however, we all 
know that fortune telling never went 
away.

 in contemporary society, people 
use fortune tellers to help them in ro-
mantic, financial or day to day matters.  
Business persons consult fortune tellers 
for predicting their investments.  oth-
ers approach psychic readers to help 
them understand their inner-self, or to 
predict the future of their life or their 
compatibility with others.

 common methods used for fortune 
telling are tarot reading, cartomancy, 
crystallomancy (reading crystal sphere), 
oinomancy, numerology, and spirit 
board reading, which all derive from 
old roman and gypsy methods.  there 
is also the art of reading tea leaves, 
tasseography, which is said to have 
originated in the far east centuries 
ago. Modern future tellers also give 
psychic readings using methods such as 
graphology, palmistry and astrology to 
help people meet their problems.

we share



tarot

the tarot is a deck of 78 cards that are dealt in a pattern 
before the person wishing to have their fortune told. the 
cards are then interpreted using a combination of the posi-
tion in which they are dealt and an interpretation of how 
they fit into the subject's life. the history of tarot cards goes 
back several hundred years. While the history becomes 
foggy earlier than the 1700s, they have been in recog-
nized use since the late 14th century. throughout the history 
of tarot cards, many changes have been made. additions 
have been made, and the depictions on the deck have 
morphed from christian aspects into being associated with 
pagan symbols. christian symbols from the earlier decks 
have been substituted with more magical depictions, lend-
ing to the decks becoming associated with the occult. What 
we do know about the history of tarot cards is that nearly 
all of the depictions are medieval in nature. Which leads us 
to believe the common belief that tarot is european in origin. 
this is affirmed by the artwork found on early decks being 
based within christendom, which i actually find sort of ironic 
being that so many believe the tarot to be evil in nature.

 What we actually do know however is that they were 
not widely used by european gypsies.  evidence suggests 
that they only became widely used by gypsies in the twen-
tieth century.  Prior to that time, gypsies preferred palmistry 
and the use of regular playing cards for divination purposes 
which is called cartomancy.

crystalloMancy

gazing into a crystal ball is known as scrying or crystal 
gazing.  crystal gazing uses a glass or crystal implement. 

the diviner looks into the crystal 
and sees visions of the future. the 

crystal ball is known to exist in Britain 
as early as 2000 Bc. at that time, 

celtic tribes were unified by a priest-
hood known as druids. today, many 

people believe that druids were the first 
people to use crystals in divination and 

had a very important role in the ancient 
celtic societies as they were both priests, 

scientists, philosophers, judges, teachers and 
counselors to the kings.

 later, during the Medieval Period in 
central europe, seers, sorcerers, wizards, psychics, fortune 
tellers, gypsies and many other types of diviners also used 
crystals to see into the past and predict the future.. the crys-
tal ball is perhaps, the most widely known divination device.

oinoMancy

oinomancy was popular in the greek culture, and was the 
act of telling the future by examining patterns made by wine. 
this could be done either by looking at spilled wine or ex-
amining the sediment at the bottom of a bottle. i think this 
could be quite useful in my kitchen.

nuMerology

numerology is the study of numbers and the impact those 
numbers have on us personally.  a person's name or birth-
day is assigned a numerological value, and it is thought 
that this number gives significant clues as to what lies ahead 
for that person specifically.

 the spiritual study of numbers goes way back in history. 
there's evidence of numerology in most sacred scriptures of 
the world and dates back thousands of years with varia-
tions in most cultures throughout history.  numerology has 
been taught and studied by some of the most respected 
mathematicians throughout history even though it is gener-
ally dismissed as a pseudoscience.

 numerology was practiced by many ancient cultures: 
china, Japan, india, Babylon, and egypt, were familiar with nu-
merology long before the greeks and romans started using it. 

tasseograPhy

tasseography is a divination or fortune-telling method that 
interprets patterns in tea leaves, coffee grounds, or wine 



sediments which we briefly mentioned previously.  tasseog-
raphy is derived from the French word “tasse” (cup), and 
both originate from the arabic “tassa” (cup).

 this form of fortune-telling has probably been around 
as long as there has been tea!  that is well over five thou-
sand years. its origins are most likely in ancient china. the 
chinese would often read the bottoms of their cups for sym-
bols, omens or unusual patterns.

 Just as psychological sciences grew during the Victo-
rian era, tasseography became popularized as a parlor 
game. the practice distinguishes itself from fortune-telling, 
mystical, occult or other magical activities.  specifically, tas-
seography is not an application of magic, but rather a tool 
for tapping into the subconscious by applying meditation to 
pattern recognition and symbolism.

PalMistry

the oldest form of fortune-telling known to man, we can find 
drawings of hands in prehistoric caves.  some say we can 
date palmistry back to the stone age.  the prehistoric caves 
in France and spain display hand drawings of palms with 
the major lines portrayed in amazing detail. Judging by the 
number of hands painted in prehistoric caves it would seem 
the human hand has always held an interest for humans.  the 
use of the palm of the hand as a tool for healing and the link 
between man and god has been repeated over and over 
again in history.

 in the seventeenth century many books were written 
that included the early gypsy ideas about the hand that had 
been handed down through tradition since the early 1400s.

 the practice of palmistry was unfortunately forced 
underground by the catholic church who branded it 

devil worshiping.

 By the eighteenth century books were written blending 
some scientific information about the hand with mysticism. 
since then, Palmistry has been aligned with the idea that a 
person read the hand with a scientific eye and spoke from 
intuition. Palmistry then was a form of prediction that was as 
individual as the hand and so evolved the persona of the 
gypsy palm reader that still is evident in today’s world. 

 there has always been skepticism about palmistry, yet 
in the 21st century people study the lines on the hands with 
children born with various challenges such as autism, downs 
syndrome, add, among others. there may actually be a 
correlation which one day may help in early diagnosis of 
childhood illnesses which go undetected in early childhood. 

a
SIMPLE LOVE SPELL 

(at the time cost me about 5 francs)    Best Night: Friday   Best Moon: Full

Things you will need:

  1 sheet of lined paper Your favorite perfume
   1 Red pen or marker Your favorite shade of Red lipstick
   1 letter envelope A few Pink or Red flower petals

Write out the qualities you want in a lover on the sheet of paper using the pen.  Next 
spritz the paper with your perfume.  Fold the paper and place it in the envelope. Now 
take the flower petals, hold them in your RIGHT hand. Envision yourself happy and in 
love, squeezing the petals tight in your hand. Keep envisioning this scene.  Drop the 
petals into the envelope. Seal the envelope closed and seal the whole spell with a 
kiss.  Apply the red lipstick and kiss the envelope!!

Place in a safe place. NEVER open it again, if you do this will break the spell

*NOTE: DO NOT USE CHARACTERS/QUALITIES SPECIFIC TO A CERTAIN PERSON. THE SPELL WILL NOT WORK THAT WAY!!!!

we share

so noW that i'Ve Filled you in on the history 
oF Fortune-telling, i Wanted to go BacK 
to that story again.  the curse one.  yeah, 
that one.  Fortune-telling not only tells us 
oF the Future But Fortune-tellers are said to 
haVe sPecial sKills in the art oF loVe.  We'Ve 
all seen the MoVies. We'Ve all heard oF loVe 
Potion #9.  Well i thought i'd leaVe you With 
a little Fun sPell reciPe that Was giVen to Me 
in college By a WoMan, Much liKe the one 
descriBed in the earlier Part oF this article, in 
Paris.  since then, Well let's Just say it's Been 
a Fun ride. enJoy!  and i Want you to Write 
in to the Magazine and tell us iF you Find 
true loVe!



 Gypsy
Summer  
 By liz lillie



yeP, and We sent her PacKing With only a 
instagraM aPP on her iPhone and soMe oF 
her Best Friend school Buddies.  FolloW our 
corresPondent liz lillie on a WhirlWind 
tour, that By all norMal standards, could 
only Be reFerred to as . . . Jealousy inVoKing.

“She comes in colors everywhere  
                      . . . She’s like a rainbow”  —The Rolling Stones



www.trendswithbenefits -nyc.blogspot.com

hey've been called everything from up & comers, 
young jet set society, even pompous Francophiles, but 
this summer they are all gypsies. My bohemian en-

semble - and fellow graduates from the lycee Francais de 
new york - shed our crisp white and grey uniforms to flee 
from the unbearable humidity in new york to run around 
europe for the summer. We began our month long adven-
ture in Barcelona where we attended a birthday party for 
former lycee dweller, alex. at her family's estate tucked up 
in the hills of teia behind a gate we found the birthday girl 
(just barely) celebrating with fifty of her closest friends from 
around the world. the evening was magical and won't soon 
be forgotten. From Barcelona we proceeded to Mykonos 
where we held court at tropicana Beach club for the du-
ration of our stay. to say it was wild would be a complete 
understatement. "shampoo champagne" from lunch until 
midnight right on the beach. in dire need of some recovery, 
as the whole villa came down with colds, we escaped to a 
friend's villa in tuscany for a few days of tennis and horse-

back riding through the vineyards before i jumped a quick 
flight to Paris to meet up with the Jenkins for dinner and a 
burlesque show at Paradis latin. after only a night in Paris 
we were off to Belgium for the long anticipated tomorrow-
land music fest. it was three days of pure fantasy and enter-
tainment, a complete escape from reality. Finally, we ended 
our four week journey in amsterdam where we hopped 
from coffee shop to coffee shop, hit as many boutiques as 
we could in the few days we were there and gorged on 
fruity shots at the Bol's museum. so by now, it's glaringly 
obvious what a great time i had... i'm thankful to declan and 
imogen Jenkins, Maggie s., adrien B. , andrea B. , Barbara 
s., Matteo s., eduardo s., alex s., Beatrice h., steph t., Jules 
d., sebastien F., daniela F., and finally, to all of our parents, 
who for one reason or another actually allowed us to go 
on such an amazing adventure together. since returning to 
new york my schedule consists of keeping up my tan by lay-
ing out at the great lawn in central Park and sleeping as 
much as possible before heading off to college. 

T



lykke li   I Follow RIveRs (The MagIcIan ReMIx)

      asaf avidan & the mojos   one Day/ReckonIng song (wankelMuT ReMIx)

  fliGht facilities   cRave you (aDvenTuRe club DubsTep ReMIx)

                lana del rey   naTIonal anTheM

chan luu cashmere scarves  
in sKy Blue and Wine soaKed hues. (i liVed in these all  
suMMer and are a traVel necessity)

Glitteratti violent lips  
(Which Were a huge hit at the FestiVal)

celine boston baG

ipad With Plenty oF friends episodes For the Flight 

betsey johnson oFF the shoulder Floral Print day 
dress in eMerald green (collector’s iteM)

chan luu wrap bracelets in eVery single color 
that i could get My hands on

neon yelloW yosi samra sliP on  ballet flats

MUST-
HAVES

SUMMER   
PLAYLIST





By contriButing Fashion illustrator/editor caitlyn carradine

SOCK it  SHOEmE

it’s always exciting when september rolls around and we swing back into 
our lives of fewer holidays, lakeside picnics, and sultry summer evenings.  the 
looming night crispness in the air ignites the promise of approaching new 
seasons.  yes, we’ll miss you summer and all of your carelessness, but we’re 
going to hang onto our lovely shoes just a little bit longer. . . be cool by treat-
ing your footsies to some fancy socks to help make the transition from season 
to season a little bit cozier . . . 

miU 
miU  
“slipper” Blue

rEpEttO  
 “Balerina Bolchoi”  

slipper

SEE  
by CHLOE 

“amy” Pump

StELLA 
mcCArtNEY 

 “linda” Wedge gold satin

FrYE 

“carson” oxford 
charcoal leather

CHiE 
miHArA 
“exito” Metallic  
lace-up oxford

we covet



statusKuo
to Find out Where accessories designer emm kuo's loVe For culture Began, 
one Must KnoW a BrieF oVerVieW oF her uPBringing and educational BacK-
ground. traVeling all oVer the World as a child and receiVing a degree in 
MarKeting are tWo oF Many contriButing Factors that MaKe eMM’s WorK 
unique. eMM Kuo, liKe a true artist, sees insPiration in eVerything. groWing uP in 
Many diFFerent cultures, With exPosure to Many diFFerent tyPes oF PeoPle and 
exPeriences, has oPened eMM’s eyes to a World oF ideas. siMPlistic design and 
exquisite details are characteristic oF this accessories line and i sPoKe With the 
designer, eMM Kuo to Find out the BacKstory oF each Piece she designs—and 
What other designer she dreaMs aBout WorKing With. 

By Jordan laudadio



statusKuo we diG

how did the exposure to many differ-
ent cultures inspire you when growing 
up in so many different places? 

growing up amongst many places 
taught me to really appreciate differ-
ent cultures and the diversity amongst 
people. it made me realize there are 
many ways to accomplish something 
and to always think out of the box.

where do you draw the most inspira-
tion?

definitely my travels. i especially love 
people watching and seeing the 
unique personal styles of  everyone.

how does your diverse educational 
background give you the upper hand 
in design?

Majoring and then working in market-
ing taught me to think more analytically.  

When i design i always take into ac-
count many factors, not just aesthetics.

what do you take from all of the coun-
tries you visit? what influences you 
when you visit these different places?

i absorb something different from ev-
ery place i visit. i think that’s the beauty 
of travel. you never know who or what 
you will see and how it might effect 
you. however, usually the architecture 
and the colors  are what hits me first.

what were some influences for your 
winter/holiday 2012 line?

holiday 2012 was inspired by patterns 
of  mosaic tiles  from a recent trip to 
Morocco. 

what would you like consumers to take 
away from you winter/holiday 2012 
line?

We used unusual materials like various 
shells and mixed them with snakeskins 
and leathers. and created something 
that was bold and original. the holiday 
2012 collection is for someone who is 
looking for a one of a kind piece.

what are some standout moments for 
you in your career?

Waking up and seeing our bag fea-
tured on Vogue.com  was 
unexpected and exciting. 
also working and 
meeting talented 
people like 

the the coveteur who shot our ss12 
lookbook, as well as girls like candice 
lake and Peony lim who have been 
very supportive.

where do you see yourself and your 
line in 10 years?

i see emm Kuo continuning to grow 
into a full accessories brand that en-
compasses shoes, jewelry and small 
leather goods.

In your bio, it mentions that you “treat 
each piece like a work of art”, can you 
explain this further? what do you spe-
cifically do when treating it like a work 
of art?

all our exotic skins are custom dyed 
and many of them are hand painted 
or hand treated. so the skins are treat-
ed like canvases so to speak.

are there any brands that you want to 
collaborate with? 

i’m a huge fan of nicholas Kirkwood 
and would love to team up with him to  
design a bag or perhaps a shoe.

are there any artists that influence 
your work? or those that you’d like  to 
collaborate with as well?

i’m a huge fan of street art, especially 
when i see the same artist work     ran-
domly in different cities. i really like Jr’s 
paintings and would love to collabo-

rate or get to meet him.





















in some traveller communities, the unemployment rate is at 
a shocking 100%. there are myriad accounts of domestic 
and child abuse. Why then, is the general public so con-
cerned with dresses that light themselves and how many 
stretch hummers are used during any given episode of tlc’s 
(formerly of the uK’s channel 4) “My Big Fat gypsy Wed-
ding”?

 as an audience, we want to be shocked. We want to 
see how other cultures live and the more extravagant and 
unbelievable, the better.

 the tlc network has received an outpouring of nega-
tive backlash from bloggers, news outlets and even the 
traveller community regarding the alleged backwards rep-

resentation of the “gypsy” culture. these parties agree that 
the show’s voyeuristic, stereotypical display of these peo-
ple turns out to be more outrageous than any 70-pound, 
$100,000 dress featured.

 the show follows members of 2 traveller communities: 
the roma people and irish travellers. the origin of these 
groups is somewhat unknown, but sources agree that the 
roma group descended from india and made its way across 
europe as nomads. irish travellers, on the other hand, are 
thought to have lost their homes and steady work during 
the irish potato famine and have since been living in packs 
around ireland. they often live in mobile homes, doing odd 
jobs that sometimes require young kids to drop out of school 
at the age of 15. 

we watch

a deePer looK into the liVes oF MeMBers oF 
the traVeller coMMunity: Beyond the sParKles, 

laVish Parties and BouFFant hairstyles.
By Jordan laudadio  |  Photos courtesy oF tlc



 Parents are extremely protective 
of their daughters, not allowing them to 
go out until they are married. teresa, 
a young traveller girl, explains, “Before 
you’re married, like, if you’re single, you 
do all your housework. you go out af-
ter your housework. no phone. May-
be you’d be allowed a phone, but 
when i’d a phone, my brother used to 
go through my phone every week, just 
to see if i was testing boys’...’the only 
way i could go up town is i said i had 
to get milk for my mother”. 

 girls aspire to be married and 
become a housewife and eventually, a 
mother. to be a single, career-driven 
female does not resonate with the 

traveller culture, according to an ar-
ticle in independent Woman. “Maybe 
she has her reasons”, says Kathleen, 
17, “there could be something, prob-
ably something wrong with her”. 

 divorce is very rare, even when 
a woman is subjected to domestic 
abuse. When girls are married off, the 
understanding is they will only get mar-
ried once. this is why, some speculate, 
their weddings are so over the top 
and expensive. the parents only have 
to pay once, so they might as well do it 
in style. 

 now that that i’ve laid out a brief 
culture of the traveller people, and 

because this is a fashion magazine, i 
will now delve into what has captivat-
ed audiences across the uK and more 
recently, the united states. the over 
the top fashions that have made these 
people, albeit inaccurately, so famous. 

 a typical episode of “My Big 
Fat gypsy Wedding” covers a young 
brides preparation for her wedding, 
up until the big day. But the gussied-up 
displays start even earlier than that, 
at the time of girls’ First communions. 
dresses can display bare midriffs, are 
cut high on the thighs and offer prin-
cess skirts that have their own rein-
forcement structures. in preparation for 
the big day, girls go out for their Bach-



elorette parties clad in outfits resem-
bling salsa dance costumes, complete 
with fringe, lamé and plenty of skin. 
on the big day, all the stops are taken 
out. the invite list can exceed 700, 
dresses are custom made and can cost 
up to $100,000 complete with light up 
skirts, a fire extinguisher and ornately 
hand beaded animal designs. 

 young traveller girls feel they 
are dressed “to the best”, if they are 
tanned, their hair is done up and they 
are wearing revealing clothing. When 
asked why they choose to dress this 
way, one traveller girl explains, “i don’t 
have a problem with it, sometimes it’s 
a bit too revealing, especially if they’re 

rather chubby, but its stands out, 
don’t you people all wanna be origi-
nal? you can tell a gypsy from a mile 
away, by their skin tone, by their strong 
features, usually the girls have long 
long hair and are tanned, their accent 
as well gives it away”. 

 there are different schools of 
thought as to why these extreme fashions 
are commonplace. For some, the style of 
dress is a matter of cultural pride. author 
of the traveller-gypsies, Judith okely, 
concludes that this style of dress has 
primal roots. there are elements of the 
animal kingdom’s mating rituals –dressing 
as colorful and overdone as possible, in 
order to attract a mate. 

 Whatever the reason, the gen-
eral public loves to watch these “Big 
Fat gypsy Weddings” unfold. Maybe 
it’s the lack of flash in an economy 
that has lost its luster, or perhaps it’s 
that people want to learn more about 
a culture that is unlike their own. My 
hope is that people will take the time 
to research who these people are. 
though people may view the show 
negatively and misrepresenting, it’s a 
change from the norm, it sheds light on 
group that is all its own and doesn’t 
apologize for it –and its sparkly.



i KneW it Was a Bad idea to soleMnly sWear not to BelieVe What i Was 
aBout to see, But i did it anyWay. We all did. seeMed harMless enough 
at the tiMe. and then the rooM exPloded into a sParKlely, shiny sea oF 
Fantastical glitter BoMBs and colorFul lights. looKing around the 
PacKed house oF screaMing MisFits BuBBling aBout at the renoWned 
Mayan theatre in doWntoWn la, i iMagined it to Be liKe coMicon . . .  on 
acid. a Plethora oF PeoPle FroM all WalKs oF liFe, Many donning MasKs 
and caPes, cheering and Jeering as the hilarious host, Blaine caPatch, 
dangles the carrot oF Pure insanity.WelcoMe to lucha VaVooM’s 10th 
anniVersary sPectacular. hailing FroM the heat oF Mexico, the tiMe-
honored sPort oF lucha liBre Wrestling gets a raucous tWist With eye-
PoPPing striP teases, sPandex-suited Fighting little PeoPle and no-holds-
Barred coMMentary By Bona Fide Funny Men. set Within the roPes oF a 
traditional Boxing ring, the circus unFolds.

By Karen Knighton



First we learn the basics; good vs. evil. the battles are al-
ways anchored by the two sides of the wrestlers, known as 
luchadores; the ‘tecnicos’ or good guys, and the ‘rudos’ or 
bad guys. each lucha has carefully chosen their madcap moni-
ker and not all are masked – but you can bet your bottom dol-
lar that all are entertaining. From little chicken dancing a jig 
and dirty sanchez flinging faux feces into the audience with 
his wife and child, to a gloriously quaffed cassandro disarm-
ing his opponents with a kiss; there is no one way. 

expertly trained for seven years before becoming certified, 
the luchadores are pure professionals, despite their motley 
crew appearance. the flamboyant forces use superb-
ly executed jumps, flips and all around acrobatics 
to foil one another in the ring while ramping up the 
crowd for support. unlike american wrestling that 
uses a lot of props and bodacious body slams, the 
Mexican style is more about the skill and performance, 
so the luchadores themselves are much more energetic 
and entertaining. 

in between the feather-flying smackdowns, our eyes are daz-
zled with gender-bending burlesque-esque performances by 
the Buxoticas. sitting above the ring is a panel of hosts do-
ing their best Mystery science theater 3000 impression of 
the night’s unpredictable shenanigans. and don’t forget you’ll 

need to be quick on your feet to jump out of your seat when 
one of the luchas come careening over the ropes and into the 
flimsy chairs that tumble like dominos!

some acts are a more perplexing to pinpoint, like roky rou-
lette. technically one of the Buxoc-
ticas but undeniably a man, the 
shaggy-haired hottie does a 
strip tease for the ladies (ok, 
and some men). a master 
multi-tasker, he 



removes his clothing while bouncing madly on a pogo stick 
that has been fashioned into a killer whale that roky rides 
while bursts of glitter shoot out of its blow hole. confused yet? 

there’s more tits and ass in the action-packed two-hour show 
than a week-long bender in las Vegas. and the entertain-
ment comes in all sizes. another Buxotica, selene luna, ap-
pears on stage atop a motorcycle that’s looks more like a big 
wheel next to her diminutive 3’10” frame. she shimmies and 
shakes her mini-money-maker stripping for smiles as the crowd 
goes wild. 

My favorite lucha was chupacabra whose scaley costume 
and spikey mask will forever haunt my dreams. it’s always 
awesome when the lucha have a smaller alter ego team-
mate (or mini) who get tagged into the ring to help bring the 
pain. But don’t expect any of the rambunctious rambos to 
ever reveal their true identity. the traditional rules of lucha 
libre stipulate that if a wrestler’s mask is ripped off in the 
ring, he can never wear that mask again – and it’s a cultural 
shame. Both on and off stage, they take their ostentatious 
personas seriously and most never reveal their true identity, 
ever. in the ring however, practically anything goes.   

not just blurring the lines of what is acceptable, but obliterat-
ing them, lucha VaVooM is its own brand of entertainment. 
laced with poignant juxtaposes of societal constraints in co-
medic undertones, the show pokes fun of itself and everything 
else. one marvelous match pitted the three opposing forces 

of team usa, team Mexico and team gay against one an-
other for some serious comic book-style violence. it’s campy, 
it’s crazy and you will brag about being blessed enough to 
witness its wiles it to all of your friends.

We have co-founders rita d’albert and liz Fairbairn to thank 
for the eyegasm that is lucha VaVooM, and these ladies 
know how to tease. the usually sold-out show only graces 
los angeles with its peculiar presence three times a year 
for halloween, Valentine’s day and a popsicle-melting mid-
summer show. the unforgettable experience is bolstered with 
a cult-like following (which always makes for a good time) and 
travels to the likes of; chicago, san Francisco, new york city, 
toronto and amsterdam throughout the year. 

With an ever-evolving list of performers and special guests, 
the lucha VaVooM family is certainly off the birth control. you 
can even get married at the show! Fred armisen did their 
premiere show in 2002, before he joined the cast of saturday 
night live or ever put a bird on it in Portlandia. Patton oswalt 
and dana gould have hosted other nights and countless 
stars have been in the audience, none of which can compare 
to what you are witnessing though; you just never know who 
or what you will see. But one thing is for sure; your eyes will 
be amazed.

we shock

http://luchavavoom.com





  jean paul gaultier’s   

COUTURE  
CURTAIN
  by dürtal leathers
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By all accounts i should haVe Been exhausted. i Was 
exhausted. 30 hours Behind the Jean Paul gaultier curtain 
Was Both an exhilarating and MeMoraBle exPerience.  i 
thought it Best to Just Write it and share it BloW By 
BloW. here it is.

tuesday July 3rd haute couture WeeK KicKing oFF in Paris.

i had already Been WorKing in the leather WorKshoP For 
seVeral days Prior to the Final PreParations BeFore the 
couture shoW. i had Been WorKing alongside the head 
oF the WorKshoP, an energetic, eFFicient and Funny 
Middle-age Blonde WoMan Who is KnoWn to Be a Very 
talented Pattern designer and leather craFt sPecialist 
By her collegues—and Who is also Well-KnoWn For her 
haBit oF WorKing to loud salsa or r’n’B Music.

  jean paul gaultier’s   

COUTURE  
CURTAIN
  by dürtal leathers
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9.00am the work starts on a very sunny and warm day. i 
open the workshop, and begin working on a numerous se-
ries of bands made of black patent leather for the models 
to wear on their forehead.

19.00?? While climbing up the stairs to the haute couture 
workshop, on the 6th floor of the Belle epoque white build-
ing, i happen to take a glance into the big fashion show 
room, seated on the second and third floor of the build-
ing. everything has changed since i had last laid eyes on 
the room: a long catwalk covered by a plastic sheet goes 
through the room. dozens and dozens of spotlights hang on 
the ceiling. there are technicians and workers everywhere.  
the haute couture workshop rooms are full of quiet, hard 
working dressmakers.

the atmosphere inside the couture rooms make me realize 
what is actually happening.   i have this very nice feeling 
of being inside the thrilling atmosphere of the last hours of 
prep before the show. an american intern shows me the 
pieces being worked on: here is the bride gown.  the Bridal 
gown is the traditional last piece of every show. this year’s 
is an ecru reversed tail-coat inspired dress whose collar and 
lapel are to be displayed in the back, creating a gracious 
pair of wings.  to compliment there are  several amazing 

embroidered gowns made of transparent blue red pearls 
on skin-colored thin fabric with complicated corsets made 
of dozens of leather bones; and many more dresses made 
of fabric that i can’t keep count. there are more with feath-
ers and a pastel-colored fur bolero with more crochet and 
embroidered roaring 20s styled gowns and leather jackets.  
seriously, it is overwhelming.

suddenly, a fire alarm rings. everyone looks at each other. 
not now! the whole 7 floored building staff must evacuate 
leaving their work on the crucial last evening before the 
show!! 

We gather a few minutes later in the public square just 
around the corner.  the whole staff, including Monsieur 
gaultier, apparently in the middle of a fitting, so therefore 
surrounded by his assistants and flanked by a very tall lanky 
model balancing on high-heeled leather boots. the scene 
is almost ridiculous as she’s dressed in a piece of clothing 
covered with needles barely hidden by a dressing gown 
across her shoulders.

after a few minutes, we realize it’s a false alarm and can 
return to our work stations.

on my way back to the workshop, i notice changes in the 
défilé room. several hundreds of gold and red-velvet chairs 
have been set up along the catwalk. it’s an opulent scene 



sure enough. it’s now apparent we are 
certainly here for a reason.

8.30pm We are the only ones beside 
the galla workers are still here. Many 
workshops workers gather in the first 
floor to eat a giant paëlla -- but some 
of them just don’t come eat and keep 
working upstairs. the sun is still shining 
outside, and the heat becomes heavy.

10.00pm in the fashion runway hall 
people are running about knotting 
name placards on each chair.

on the 6th floor kitchen, dressmakers 
are getting back massages.  We’re head-
ing into the final stages here and the feel-
ing is both exhaustive yet electric.

the atmosphere sounds very calm in 

the couture workshop. the night team 
has taken the place of the regular 
team, and fewer people are present.

too late to note:  Work  continues in 
the leather workshop we’re listening to 
sugary Prince royce and empowering 
Beyoncé. 

Monsieur gaultier “loves the head-
bands”, says the assistant. he wants 
several more... 

the air is heavy, the floors around us 
our completely empty. the hot summer 
night does not feel like work time.

those are special moments, the very 
last hours before the show. as i am eat-
ing just another banana and disinfect-
ing another little wound on my hand, i 

wander into the fashion show hall. it is 
all empty, dark and silent. Just a few 
hours later, it will be a spectacle of 
bright lights, models, and the fashion 
industry’s selected few. 

it’s now very late at night: We close 
the workshop. a cab brings each of us 
to our homes. Paris streets are abso-
lutely empty. From behind the buildings 
of the place de la république shines a 
few pale pinkish rays of light. it is very 
late or early, indeed.

wednesday 4th

8.30am i wake up after a few hours 
of sleep, having dreamt of the cou-
ture workshop’s fabric section. it is 
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very sunny outside. My hands are all 
crampy and a bit in pain after the cuts 
of the day before. i grab my things and 
get to JPg’s building a bit ahead of 
time, full of an unexpected energy.

10.00am everything has changed 
since we left the building and on this 
silent and empty street. guards are 
now checking everyone for their pass, 
not only in front of the building but also 
on several floors. guard rails are be-
ing set up in front of the building on the 
sidewalk to keep the onlookers at bay.

on the first floor, beside the leather 
workshop, a long row of make-up 
tables and chair have been set up. a 
little army of make-up artists and hair 
stylists are gathering there. a few mod-

els are already present.

in the fashion show room, the catwalk 
is being uncovered from its plastic 
sheet, and appears as a black gigan-
tic mirror. too cool.

12.30pm the corset, which numerous 
parts has been cut and prepared the 
night before, has to be assembled by 
the dressmaker in the couture work-
shop. We’re almost out of time and 
the strapless dress isn’t ready at all. 
the leather workshop head sends me 
right to the 6th floor in order to help 
on the corset.

unbeknownst to me that i would have 
work until the very last hours before 
the show, i had registered for helping 

backstage. nevertheless, i ask to be 
replaced... which eventually they of-
fer me the opportunity to experience 
these crucial last hours in the core of 
the house, working in the couture 
Workshop. Which means people after-
wards i get to see the show, live!

1.00pm in the couture workshop. 

Working with a wonderful young 
dressmaker on the strapless dress 
which is to be half of a corset made of 
patent leather bones, that we have to 
get together before it gets back to the 
leather workshop one last time. the 
rooms in the workshop are completely 
filled with people everywhere. People 
from other departments in JPg are 
giving a hand they’re sewing buttons, 
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finishing a hat and helping on anything possible. so many 
pieces are still on the tables, and it seems to my inexperi-
enced eye that the work will continue on as any other day.

1.30pm i go on to the balcony and take a look at the 
street: a small colorful crowd people are waiting behind 
guard rails in front of the building’s door. an anti-fur activist 
walks amongst them, wearing a bloody fur coat, their face 
painted in red. to each is own.

1.45pm i run down the stairs quicker than ever to bring the 
corset to the leather workshop for the last sewing.

2.15pm the corset is ready to get back to the 6th floor.

the show is supposed to begin at 2:30pm. the last hour of 
craziness begins.

3.15pm running to find a pair of leather needles. sewing 
through the thick leather bones. the top is eventually ready. 

it is directly sent to the backstage. We can relax, and now 
can prepare to attend the show... though around us, many 
dressmakers are still working on their pieces. it’s chaos!

3.20pm as we’re waiting for the lift, Monsieur gaultier 
arrives at the 6th floor. everything must go down now! the 
last pieces are to be finished and on the models.

3.35pm the employees gather on the double balcony 
that overhangs the the first part of the catwalk. i take my 
place just above the crowd of celebrities and affluent clients.

4.45pm the lights go down.  the music rises, and it’s 
loud. the first model of more than what will be fifty be-
gins the show with attitude, dressed in a dandy ensemble, 
with a top hat and cane. the drapes, gowns and tail coats 
liven up, and i discover each piece as if i had never seen 
them before.

dürtal (24) is a leather specialist and 

pattern designer. he's been working on 

the leather scene in paris and berlin, 

and in the luxe and haute-couture 

industry in paris. his specialties are 

in mixing materials (leather, fur, 

fabric, latex, technical materials...), 
precious materials, technical and 

professional gears, uniforms, 

historical clothes, and costumes for 

the fashion and film industry.

we work
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‘FULLER LIFE’  
 FULLFILLED  By WilliaM conKlin

saMuel Fuller (august 12, 1912 – octoBer 30, 1997), screenWriter, noVelist, and 
the “Father oF indePendent cineMa” as soMe haVe called hiM Was KnoWn For his 
Personal style as Well as his ProliFic career in FilM haVing acted and directed 
in oVer 30 FilMs and Written oVer 50. during his career, Fuller’s WorK Pushed 
the Boundaries oF traditional directing and cineMatic theMe, soMetiMes 
courting controVersy in the Process and has Been cited as insPiration to 
quentin tarrantino, JiM JarMusch and Martin scorsese to naMe a FeW. to 
coMMeMorate her Father’s legacy, saMantha Fuller, artist and noW a director 
and FilMMaKer in her oWn right has decided to iMMortalize her Father’s WorK 
in her oWn docuMentary, “a Fuller liFe”.  i sat doWn With her to catch uP on the 
details and What it Was liKe groWing uP With a hollyWood legend and hoW it 
Feels to Be coMing into her oWn Within the FilM Business. 

portrait of samantha fuller by shelli wright

}



so tell us what was it like growing up in a showbiz family?
never a dull moment, but i do believe that there would 
have never been a dull moment with my eccentric parents 
whatever field they would have chosen to be in. i always 
had one foot in and one foot out of showbiz, kind of living 
a double life between acting, tagging along to film festivals, 
red carpet events, and then returning to a more low-key 
neighborhood lifestyle where the only relation to movies 
was for sole entertainment. i like shifting between those two 
worlds, the extreme differences helped to keep me ground-
ed. i’m glad my parents didn’t raise me in hollywood, per se.

how did the idea of this project come to you?
My father and i often discussed doing something special for 
his 100th birthday, it was his way of keeping my hopes up 
that he would be alive to celebrate together. 
he was 63 when i was born, and i am his only child. We 
knew that predictably he wouldn’t be around for many more 
decades and talking about his triple digit birthday was al-

ways a soothing way to speculate that he could possibly still 
be alive for this event. although he’s been gone for quite 
some time now, i feel like his presence has never left and 
that he is expecting some kind of centennial celebration. 
For this occasion my mother and i decided to invite some 
friends to come read selected passages from my father’s 
autobiography “a third Face”. i think that he’d be pleased to 
see his fellow-filmmakers bring his story to life. his life was full 
of great stories interwoven in historical, educational contexts. 
he witnessed important chapters of american history, from 
reporting on the great depression era, infiltrating himself 
into KKK meetings, to risking his life while fighting four years 
in WWii as a dogface infantryman. his story puts us into 
situations we can relate to in our present society as the eco-
nomic hardships, racism and wars he often depicted are still 
happening in today’s world.
over half a century he wrote, directed and produced nu-
merous film projects, many of them based on his own experi-
ences. he collected a plethora of memorabilia connected 

“the shack” photo by shelli wright
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“the shack” photo by shelli wright

to his life. his office, a place he likes to call “the shack” has 
been left untouched since the day he died on october 
30th, 1997. i’ve kept it intact for personal reasons. it is a 
magical place, a sort of time-warp. i feel like the time has 
come for me to share this great setting with an audience 
who i believe will sense the spirit of sam celebrating his 
centennial along with us.

whom have you rallied to help you with this project?
Me, myself and i are driving this project financially although 
a cornucopia of friends have jumped in to support the con-
tent like actors tim roth and James Franco. Most responses 
have been very encouraging.  now i just need an angel 
or angels to help me get over the post production financial 
hump and we’ve got ourselves a finished tribute documen-
tary!
to do this we started a pledge campaign on www.kick-
starter.com/projects/1209470946/a-fuller-life, deadline: 
october 1st, 2012., Where i’m calling all troops to come help 
back me. i chose this platform to fund this project so that my 
father’s story would be independently financed by the peo-
ple who believe in the maverick way of doing things. after 
all, a Fuller liFe is the story of a true american maverick.

If your dad were to speak to you now, what do you think 
he’d say?
that’s my girl

We can’t wait to catch up with samantha for our cin-
ematic issue in december to see how the fundraising 
went and how the film work is going. We’re so happy 
and proud of her. cheers samantha!

Find samantha’s project here and support her 
on facebook as well:
www.kickstarter.com/projects/1209470946/a-fuller-life
deadline: october 1st, 2012.
www.facebook.com/afullerlifefeaturedoc
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murad  hydrate for hope set: the Murad family’s philanthropies have touched countless lives and 
this new limited edition set gives 10% from each sale to city of hope, one of the nation’s leading 
research, treatment and education centers for cancer and other life-threatening diseases. Featuring 

hydro-dynamic ultimate Moisture and hydro-dynamic ultimate Moisture for eyes. the 
products come in an adorable pink and white polka-dot makeup bag and retails for 
$49.50 ($79.00 value).  www.murad.com

the belleface yantaló women's community center   our very own 
Beauty editor founded a community center in the upper amazon jungle of Peru in 2011. a 
safe haven where women are empowered through beauty. the goal is to grow into a self-
sustained center for business, education and health. to give women the power to bestow 
their knowledge onto others and better their community’s economy

photo: annah during one of her beauty classes.

to learn how you can help yWcc please visit www.belleface.com/bestow

to learn more about yantaló please visit www.yantalo.org

dermaloGica and joinfite   dermalogica launched joinFite (“Financial independence 
through entrepreneurship”) in January 2011 in partnership with Kiva, the world’s leading microfinance 
organization, with the goal of helping a minimum of 25,000 women around the world to start or 
grow a business through microloans. the idea is that by giving each woman a hand up, not a hand 
out, so that she may start and grow her business, this will create a ripple effect of positive change. a 
financially independent woman will be able to feed her entire family, her children will go to school, 
and her community overall will benefit from her success.  
photo: Jane wurwand, founder of Dermalogica and joinFITe, standing beside a woman entrepreneur Rosa anrango. 
Rosa’s business, native hand by hand, received a microloan through joinFITe so she could continue to expand her 
clothing and jewelry shop, which is located in the Mission district in san Francisco.

you can read more about the individual stories on the website at www.joinfite.org.

beauty bus foundation  a southern california based (and nationally expanding) 
non-profit that delivers dignity, hope and respite to chronically or terminally ill men, women 
and children and their caregivers through beauty and grooming services and pampering 
products. Please visit www.beautybus.org to find out how you can help. 

photo left to right: alicia Marantz liotta, co-Founder of beauty bus, paola, beauty bus client  
and wendy Marantz levine, co-Founder of beauty bus. 







borsalino hat CURVE, SOHO NYC
lace body suit WOLFORD
black silk coat RICK OWEN
thigh high boots CHANEL
model ULLA @ Q MODELS



lace body suit WOLFORD
silk coat RICK OWEN
boots CHANEL
borsalino hat CURVE, SOHO NYC
model ULLA @ QMODELS



bando top SEQUOIA & GITA, LA
stretch skinny jeans J BRAND
studded bandana NICOLINA ROYALE
model TYLER @ PINKERTON



pink bra CLAUDETTE
leather pants LANVIN
ostrich feathered chaps ENRIQUE URBINA
studded bandana NICOLINA ROYALE
model TIFFANY @ ELITE



sleevless coat RICK OWENS
borsalino hat CURVE, SOHO NYC



lace halter top INTER MIX
leather pants ALEXANDER McQUEEN
model NADINE @ Q MODELS



grey knit pinch SEQUOIA & GITA, LA
leather vest SEQUOIA & GITA, LA
studded bandana NICOLINA ROYALE

Photographed by Troy Jensen - www.troyjensenphoto.com
Styling by - Tracey Magill - www.traceymagill.com
Make-up by Jarek Addisson - www.jarekaddisson.com
Hair by Xavier - Mizu Hair Salon NYC
Hair and make-up assistant - Sophia Flores
Shot on location in Los Angeles and New York City
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Tell us about yourself . . .

My name is Kaili hollister~stanton now that i am married to 
my awesome husband scott. i am 35 yrs old. We have two 
girls, amma (3) and oona (10). We have a little communal 
urban farm in the middle of  hollywood. i was born in eu-
gene, or and grew up in the Portland, or area.

when did you start designing? 

i feel like i was born into design because my dad was a 
designer and both of his sisters are also in design of many 
sorts. the world of design is very familiar to me. as far as 
designing hats goes, i’ve only been doing it for a year.

why hats? where did the name come from?

i love hats, especially vintage ones. i’ve always had a lot 
of hats around. last year i took one of my vintage hats, de-
constructed it and then redesigned it using materials i had 
lying around my art studio. i gave it to a friend for a birthday 
present and not only did she love it but so did a lot of the 
other girls at the party, and so i started custom making hats 
for friends and friends of friends. 

When i was brainstorming for what i should call this new 
venture of mine, i came across the French term for milliner, 
which is ‘catherinette’. catherinette was named after saint 
catherine who is the patron saint for milliners, lace makers, 
dress makers, philosophers, among others. young unmarried 
women under the age of 25 would pray to her for a loving 
husband. saint catherine was also one of the saints who 
Joan of arc supposedly spoke to  before she died. there are 
many inspiring stories about her. so i took the saint part and 
put it together with catherinette, to make st. catherinette. i 
liked the history of the name, and i felt it was fitting for my 
hats which are already filled with so many stories.

Is this your first collection?

this Fall will be my first actual collection, although every hat 
is 100% orginal but within a similar aesthetic. i’m interested 
in making every hat unique just like the person who will be 
buying it. there is great joy for me in knowing that the hat 
and the person will eventually find eachother, form a rela-
tionship, and tell a story together.

i get my inspiration from so many places. My children are 
a huge inspiration, they are so innocent and free with their 
imagination. Portland, oregon gives me never-ending inspi-
ration with it’s unique people and breathtaking nature at 
every turn. Fortunately for us a lot of my family still lives there 
and so we visit often. the timeless design, colors and tex-
tures from the early 1900’s feed me constantly, i definitely 
feel connected to that era. living in a diverse and expressive 
place like los angeles i constantly am inspired everyday by 
people i don’t even know. i’m a people watcher and i love 
to see how others put themselves together in unique ways.

Did you go to fashion school?

i dreamt of going to Parsons school of design as a kid, but i 
never went. i’m pretty much self taught, but i’m also the result 
of one who was raised by artists, and i have always been 
surrounded by incredibly creative people . Being blessed 
with their presence, i’ve picked up a thing or two along the 
way. i’ve always been an observant person.

when you’re working on a collection is there a favorite cD 
or song that you like to work to? or music that inspires you?

over the last 6 months when i was putting this whole thing 
together i listened to Feist’s latest album a lot, especially  
when i was feeling moody. then i’d go to edward sharpe 
and the Magnetic zeros for some peace and love. one 
of my favorite musicians is the pianist dustin o’halloran, 
his music in incredibly cinematic. he was kind enough to let 
me use one of his songs for my Kickstarter campaign in ex-
change for hats. how awesome is that?! then there is tom 
Waits, i don’t think i need to explain that one.

so our Fall issue is the gypsy Issue and I see you use a lot 
of color and feather implements . . . were you going for a 
bohemian twist to the collection?

i think that being an oregon girl i’m just naturally drawn 
towards the bohemian vibe because it’s always been a part 
of  my own individual style. i love the juxtoposition of texture 
and color that the bohemian/gypsy combination brings out.  
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it’s whimsical and soft but also a bit 
weathered. it tells a great story.

how would you describe your collection?

that’s a good question. it’s 1920’s / 
30’s French cirque with 1960’s / 70’s 
bohemian whymsicality. i looked up 
the word whimsical and it was defined 
as being spontaneously fanciful, quaint, 
unusual and fantastic. i think that pretty 
much covers it.

where do you see yourself in 5 years?

i see my hats in the most amazing 
shops across the u.s. featuring an-
tique/vintage finds and creations. i also 
see myself custom making hats for all 
those people who have inspired me 
with their work, be it music, art , film 
etc...i’d love to give back to them. 
 
10 years? i’d love to see my hats in 
fashion editorials, films, music videos, 
and on album covers. to be a part 
of things that stand the test of time. 

the most important thing for me in ten 
years would be that i’d still be hav-
ing fun , always learning and grow-
ing. hats for me are a connection to 
people by mixing fashion with history to 
bring out their individuality, character 
and a little magic.

Is your collection available in stores 
yet? If so where?

the collection is not available in stores 
yet but will be available in select stores 
here in los angeles and will soon 
be listed on my website when it is 
launched.

now a few questions that are just fun . . . 
If you could pick anywhere in the world 
to live where would it be?

hands down Portland, oregon. Paris 
would be fun too though.
If you could be a character in a book, 
who would it be?  
that’s a tough one, so many books 
and so little time. the first character 

that comes to mind is scout from To 
kill a Mockingbird. i’d like to be able 
to gain more knowledge of that time 
through her eyes, she was able to ob-
serve many different sides through the 
unique life she had.

who in fashion is your inspiration or 
someone you look up to?

the Mulleavy sisters of rodarte are 
incredibly eclectic and always push-
ing the envelope with their freedom 
of imagination and pure love for what 
they do. the women who i notice 
wearing their creations such as Jenny 
lewis, natalie Portman, Miranda July, 
lauryn hill and cate Blanchett just 
to name a few are equally as eclec-
tic and inspiring. Jeanne lanvin and 
nina ricci are two French designers 
that were able to capture romantic, 
feminine energy with their fashion. i es-
pecially feel a connection with Jeanne 
lanvin since she started as a milliner 
and constantly found inspiration from 
her daughter just as i do from my own.

what was the most difficult thing about 
designing your own collection?

staying consistent with my craft even 
when i wasn’t feeling creative. i’d 
have to constantly remind myself to 
look at things from a different angle. 
the toughest thing for me living here 
in los angeles is the constant distrac-
tion, you have to know how to block it 
out so you can have the ability to hear 
yourself. 

what was the easiest?

i love putting together collections of 
images that i gather form all over to 
illustrate the feeling i’m going for. For 
me it always starts with a feeling. if it 
feels good then i keep moving in that 
direction.

we diG
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sw3uk.com

Available nationwide, including:

Neiman Marcus CUSP

ShopBop.com

Singer22.com

Alene Too, Boca Raton, FL
561 347 6595

Alhambra, Seattle, WA
206 621 9571

Ambiance, San Francisco, CA
415 923 9796

Avedon, Beverly Hills, CA
310 888 1899

Julian Gold, Austin, TX
512 473 2493

Lesters of New York, NY
212 734 9292

Madison, Los Angeles, CA
310 275 1930 

Vasari, Las Vegas, NV
702 597 9500

Vie, St Louis, MO
314 997 0124

Voce, Lexington, KY
859 252 8623







what should we call you?

Just corey.  But those closest to me slip in the occasional 
“cor”.

where can we find you?

in your backyard.  Just kidding. [laugh] i did a 3d horror 
flick called apartment 1303 that’s set for release later this 
year.  i just wrapped a romantic comedy called hollywood 
holiday that will be coming out this christmas . . . and i was 
in Immortals, a big mythological epic, that’s now available 
on dVd & Blu-ray.

why should we know you?

good question! [laugh]  Well, as a kid, i was known for play-
ing “timmy” in the 90’s reincarnation of lassie.  More recently, 
i’ve been on shows like csI: Miami, smallville, psych.  i did a 
soapy drama called north shore that shot in hawaii (which 
was an amazing experience!!).  and you may have caught 
me a few times on the lifetime channel . . .  always up to no 
good! [laugh]  next up is a war film called pride of lions, 
which i’m pretty excited about.

corey  
 sevier

Photographer   
 Marc Cartwright
Beauty 
 Annah Yevelenko
Stylist 
 Monty Jackson



gstar - hat, skingraft - jacket, armani - ripped tee, 
gstar - jeans, oscar marangon - belt, bottega 
veneta - boots, m. cohen - stack braclets



we heard you’re a bit of a gypsy and we want to know all 
about it! [In a nut shell.]

Being an actor, i think you have to be.  you have to be 
prepared to pick up your life at a drop of a hat... and get on 
a boat, train or plane at any moment.  ironically, i’m a very  
homey kind of guy.  But i’ve 
been blessed with an amaz-
ing family, so i think having 
that foundation, i feel free 
to travel the world and wan-
der, knowing i have some-
thing solid to come back to...

Tell us about your first kiss...

you’re gonna laugh.. but it 
was very “grease”.  i met a 
girl on the beach.  We spent 
the whole day together run-
ning around and having fun.  
By the time we were watch-
ing the sunset together, i 
was still a little nervous and 
hadn’t made my move.  We 
were in what i thought was 
a really interesting conver-
sation, when she suddenly 
turned to me, grabbed my 
shirt and said . . .  “Just shut 
up and kiss me.”.  so we did.  
and the rest is history. [laugh]

what are you listening to?

i’m pretty all over the map.  
But right now, i’ve been enjoying “Florence + the Machine”, 
“Pink Floyd”, “young the giant”.  

who do you look up to and pour quoi?

there are always actors that i look up to... and artists that 
inspire me.  But honestly, i look up to my father.  For the kind 
of man he is.  and i often find myself admiring those 

who work in fields that provide for the greater good... teach-
ers, doctors, eMts, firemen... those are people that don’t al-
ways get the recognition i think they deserve.

who do you consider an icon? [we want to love them too!]

Being from canada, terry Fox comes to mind when i think 
of an icon.  after losing one of his legs to cancer, he still 
embarked on a cross-canada run to raise money and 
awareness for cancer research.  although the journey ulti-

mately cost him his life, he in-
spired a worldwide legacy... 
and the terry Fox run is still 
held in canada every year.  
it’s a pretty amazing and in-
spiring story . . . 

are you related to colin Far-
rell? because you sure look 
like him!

that’s funny, i get the colin 
Farrell thing a lot.  We both 
have irish in our blood, so 
you never know!  i actually 
met him briefly at the toronto 
Film Festival several years 
ago . . .  real nice guy. But 
as i walked away, we kind 
of exchanged this glance of 
. . . “huh”.

who/what is worth fighting 
for?

the first thing that comes to 
mind is family.  integrity.  al-
ways fight for your dreams, 
ideals and what you believe 
in. and if you’re the “toronto 

Maple leafs”, a playoff spot.. Please!! i’m a big hockey fan 
. . . [laugh]

give us your top 5 films of all time...

that’s a tough one... but for variety sake, i think i’m gonna go 
with. . . . back to the Future, Jurassic park, The breakfast club, 
braveheart & The shawshank Redemption. i have to throw 
Ferris bueller’s Day off in there as an honorable mention.
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Drink of choice?

i’m not much of drinker.. but i do like a nice glass of red wine 
from time to time.  and a little Bailey’s around christmas time 
is always a treat.

life’s soundtrack?

Probably anything from hans zimmer . . . i’m a sucker for “epic”.

If you were stuck in a painting, which would it be?

hmmm.. Probably anything from caravaggio.  he was always 
my favorite in school.  i loved his dramatic use of light and 
shadow... and his ability to capture such realism and emotion. 

Tell us anything:

drink lots of water . . . it’s key, especially when you’re travel-
ing a lot and your body is constantly adjusting to different 
climates.  and don’t eat too fast, it’s better for digestion.  i 
know, because i am the slowest eater on the planet . . . Just 
ask my poor, patient friends. [laugh]

ask us anything:

any tips on how to eat faster? ;)

j and company - sweater, prada - long 
sleeved polo, oscar marangon - plaid trou-
sers, g star - scarf, bacco bucci - shoes and 
symbiotiQue - rings
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we rock

the band was founded by ori Kaplan and tamir Mus-
kat in 2005 and detonated into new york’s underground 
music scene under a self titled first album. shortly after 
they were joined by tomer yosef who locked in the  ebul-
lient energy of the group and the three musicians haven’t 
stopped  elevating their live shows since.

 six years, five albums and a handful of sightings later 
i teleported to la’s roxy theatre where BBB, yet again, 
proceeded to bombard ear holes full of multi-culti vibra-
tions. even with a spot tucked away in the safety of a ViP 
booth there was no way i would sit still and thus i was off 
to as close to the stage as i could get. except this time i 
assumed sofiya’s role, with less ravishing hair, tugging on 
my boyfriend’s shirt and impatiently grinning ear to ear.

 though in the past BBB’s musical influences were a 
clever mix of nations, the new album give is heavily in-
fused with synths and beats of african and south ameri-
can persuasions. and then there are the lyrics, more ma-
ture, more evolved, more political, more current. Perhaps 
six years in the lives of three worldly artists brought on an 
awareness that they aren’t afraid to capture and release 
onto the masses . . . 

why give?

give the people their dignity and social rights?  give 
peace a chance ? give back with music out support for 
the need? give is a big word and yet its skeleton word.  
We like that. We like our music to be skeleton music if you 
know what i mean.  Basic feelings. Physical.

who are the biggest influences of bbb?

too many almost. Mediterranean, roma brass. hip hop, 

punk, funk, reggae.  Between the 3 of us it’s vast. lately 
Kuduro and new strains of Favela Funk but things come 
up daily. We dJ too and always listen to what’s out there.

who/what are the biggest influences for give?
Fatherhood and the happy yet frustrated feeling that our 
kids are growing up in a fucked up world and have to 
fight for stuff we don’t believe in or reality we are forced 
to accept. We do what we can in music to express this. its 
more potent when you are a young parent.

where is your anchor?
Where the family is. right now between Vienna, nyc, tel 
aviv and croatia this summer.

who is your anchor?
Family. taking charge of the world with music is a huge 
responsibility and a risk, has everyone been receptive?
our audience is amazing. it’s the most mixed and varied. 
i [ori ] feel there is an ear for what we do, there is a 
place for it. i wish dJ culture would get more into it.  Why 
not mix sound system with a voice for change.  it never 
distracted us from partying . there are many examples 
- Manu chao, Bob Marley, asian dub Foundation, go-
gol Bordello.

we have to ask, do you have any fashion stories?
i [ori ] curated the music for an alexander herchkov-
itch, the Brazilian designer at nyc Fashion Week. each 
model was serenaded by an ensemble of different music 
styles—hatian, Brazilian, romanian, opera, string trio, 
etc. it ended up as a big party backstage.

on a steaMy eVening in July oF 2006 i Was dragged to a ParK 
in the Middle oF doWntoWn chicago By My Friend soFiya and 
her head oF enViaBle raVen curls. WeaVing our Way through a 
Maze oF sliPPery Bodies We Finally  arriVed at a stage aMongst 
a hush oF anticiPation. MoMents later soFiya and i BecaMe 
one With the WaVe oF Flesh Writhing in rhythM to the KlezMer-
PunK-dancehall sounds oF BalKan Beat Box.
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From Polandi
i Love

fashion designer PAULA LUKASIEWICZ and Photographer Eliza Stegienka



Paula caMe to our at-
tention through a suB-
Mission FroM a Very tal-
ented uP and coMing 
PhotograPher, eliza st-
egienKa. Both are FroM  
the city oF WarsaW in 
Poland.  aFter seeing 
the Photos We decided it 
Would Be interesting to 
do a Piece on Both oF 
theM in our We encour-
age Feature.   Paulina lu-
KasieWicz at the age oF 
23 is eMerging on the 
euroPean Fashion scene 
as a Fashion and JeWelry 
designer and eliza too 
is BreaKing onto the 
scene as a Fashion Pho-
tograPher. We Just loVe 
to see dedicated, Moti-
Vated, eMerging artists 
FolloWing their dreaMs. 
We Felt her designs and 
eliza’s Photos caPtured 
that strong Personality 
in all oF us.

we encouraGe

First i want to thank you for this great 
opportunity. here are the answers :)

Tell us about yourself . . . name, age, 
and where you live, family etc.

My name is Paulina lukasiewicz but i 
like to be called Paula. i’m 23 and i live 
in Warsaw, the capital of Poland, with 
my boyfriend and two cats.

when did you start designing clothing? 

My first fashion experience was de-
signing my prom dress. i couldn’t find 
anything that corresponded to my per-
sonality. despite the fact that i knew 
exactly what kind of dress i wanted, 
i sketched about ten pages of dif-
ferent outfits. i went with my mother 
to buy the textile and gave it to the 
dressmaker. after that, i started de-
signing clothes and from time to time, 
just for pleasure, made some clothes, 
changed my old ones, or modified 
the ones from second hand. But then 
i wasn’t thinking seriously about fashion 
designing. i started studying architec-
ture – interior design, so my thoughts 
focused on that particular  direction. 
after the first year of studying i started 
thinking that i could do something more 
… and then, my friend told me about 
the fashion school in Warsaw, where i 
decided to go. i’ve studied daily those 
two fields for a year but i was so over-
tired and exhausted that i had to chose 
one of them. of course i picked fashion 
design. 

Is this your first collection? If so tell us 
what inspired you. If not, tell us in more 
detail about when you started design-
ing and how many seasons you’ve 
produced.

this collection is called allantine. after 
my diploma collection it’s the second 
collection consisting of ten silhouettes / 
figures. i imagined how a modern war-

rior woman would look in present day. 
My inspiration came from women from 
different tribes in africa wearing pieces 
hung all over their bodies with hand-
made jewelry and decorated with bird 
feathers or even animal bones. Movie 
characters had a part as well like the 
warrior in Mad Max Beyond thunder 
dome (like tina turner).  i combined all 
of my inspirations, added the reality of 
a big city and that’s how i created the 
modern warrior – allantine. i designed 
it for young women and tried to em-
phasize the wildness that each of us 
has while still being feminine.

this is my first collection after gradua-
tion but now i’m working on another 
one, with a totally different direction.

Did you go to fashion school?

i graduated from the international 
school of costume and Fashion de-
sign in Warsaw last year.

when you’re working on a collection is 
there a favorite cD or song that you 
like to work to? or music that inspires 
you? If so, who?

When i’m working on a collection i 
prefer peace and quiet but it depends 
on my mood. i love listening to mashups 
with all kinds of music because i never 
know what the next song is going to be 
and . . . i like surprises. 

so our Fall issue is the gypsy Issue and 
I see you use a lot of color and feather 
implements...were you going for a bo-
hemian twist to the collection?

i wasn’t thinking directly about gypsys, 
but it’s quite easy to detect / notice 
some elements according to bohemian 
style. Fashion is like art so everyone in-
terprets it differently.
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where do you see yourself in 5 years?10?

My desire is to create a brand with clothes and jewelry 
which is a mix of modern street fashion and elegance.

Is your collection available in stores yet? If so where?

none of my clothes are available in stores because i’m just 
emerging on the scene :d  First, i want to focus just on selling 
my jewelry made of plexi and metal, on the internet/on-line 
shop. it will be possible to buy some of my works by my 

facebook brand account (my brand is called yuMe, from 
Japanese – dream) in september . i hope i’ll be able to sell 
my clothes in the near future.

now a few questions that are just fun . . . have you been to 
the us? If so what did you like or dislike about it? It’s ok you 
can tell us, haha . . . 

i’ve never been to us, but it’s my dream to go there and 
someday i will! i want to travel across the us because i’m 
crazy about that country.

we encouraGe
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i coMBined all oF My insPirations, added the reality oF 
a Big city and that’s hoW i created the Modern Warrior 
– allantine .  i designed it For young WoMen and tried 
to eMPhasize the Wildness that each oF us has While still 

Being FeMinine.
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If you could be a character in a book, who would it be?

sometimes i feel like alice in Wonderland. 

who in fashion is your inspiration or someone you look up to?

alexander Mc queen, holly Fulton, Mary Katrantzou.

what was the most difficult thing about designing your own 
collection?

i think the hardest part was finding the right textiles, and mixing 
them properly with my jewelry.

what was the easiest?

i think the easiest thing was to choose and define the type of 
woman to whom this collection is dedicated. 

thank you again for this opportunity! Kisses from Poland!

model luiza matyba, avant models

makeup artist ilona Gmochowska

style paula lukasiewicz, 
 marcelina pachocka

designer paula lukasiewicz 
 elizastegienka.com
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For centuries these women of mystery have 
been coveted by men all over the world and 
portrayed by glamazons on the silver screen 
as fantasy creatures untouchable even by fire. 
their natural beauty is intoxicating with that 
lustrous long hair, mischievous crimson smile, 
cheekbones that light seems to never leave, 
and eyes that can penetrate steel walls. their 
styles have inspired literature, art, music and 
many a runway. these mythical creatures were 
then and now known as gypsies. 

i’m not talking about the girls you see on tele-
written by annah yeVelenKo  |  Beauty editor

photographs  Josh giBson 
model  saVannah / next Models

beauty  annah yeVelenKo 
styling Julia leonard

 gypsy    
beauty
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we enhance

vision who douse themselves in fake tans, false 
lashes, black eyeshadow and iridescent lipgloss, 
e.g., My Big Fat gypsy Wedding (toWie girls, i’m 
also pointing my finger at you). instead, i’m think-
ing of the roma women who, for centuries, have 
turned heads in wonderment. Whose mix of colour 
in wardrobe and makeup still captivates hearts and 
ignites souls to pen poetries. 

We shall never know the secret, but we can defi-
nitely try to emulate their ways to the best of our 
gadji abilities. having been fascinated by gypsy 
culture for several years now, i shall attempt to be 
your humble guide by leading you through every 
step of the way.

SKIN Prepping the skin is the 
most important part of the process as 
a smooth canvas paves the way for 
effortless application. 

MURAD age-diffusing 
Firming Mask: in just 10 
minutes this luxurious cream 
mask hydrates and firms skin 
with Brazilian Fruit extracts, 
golden seaweed and shea 
Butter. 

DERMALOGICA solar 
defense Booster sPF50: the 
perfect addition to any moistur-
izer boosting uVa and uVB 
defense for all skin conditions 
without any artificial fragranc-
es or colours.

AUBREY organics Fa-
cial cleanser for oily skin: 
contains Witch hazel, 
eucalyptus, aloe Vera, sage 
and rosemary oils to purify 
the skin and remove makeup 
leaving behind a refreshing 
tingling of cleanliness.



VMV hypoallergenics 
skintangible sPF 30: 
this certified hypoal-
lergenic “non-makeup” 
is perfect for any 
complexion with its kiss 
of colour and mineral 
sunscreens. Wear it on 
its own or as a primer.

GARNIER BB 
Cream a non-
greasy formula that 
glides on to improve 
complexion with Vita-
min c and sPF 15 for 
24 hour hydration.

SMASHBOX halo highlighting 
Wand: this paraben free highlighter 
illuminates cheekbones, noses, cupids 
bows and chins to high heaven. 

SMASHBOX Photo Finish color 
correcting Primer in apricot: this oil 
free know-it-all primer is a multi tasker 
getting rid of veins, sun spots and veins 
with Vitamins a and e, lemongrass, 
orchid complex and antioxidants.

TATA HARPER  
hydrating Floral es-

sence Moisturizing 
toner: natural hyal-
uronic acid, grape-
fruit, Beet root, 
White Willow, rose, 
Jasmine and tan-
gerine all dance on 
the skin in a cocktail 
of rejuvenation. like 
spraying yourself 
with a beautiful 
garden. 

GARNIER skin 
renew dark spot 

overnight Peel: unlike 
other over the counter 
peels, this one seems to 
be the safest. though 
you may feel a little 
tingling sensation, do 
not be alarmed - that 
is all you’re going to get. 
overnight sensation!

OLE HENRIKSEN 
Visual truth eye creme: 
containing no dyes, para-
bens, sulfates, fragrances 
or petro-chemicals, this rich 
day and night eye cream 
provides its services of 
protection and prevention 
while promoting elasticity 
and muscle tone. 

BABOR 
skinovage anti-
Wrinkle eye Fluid: 
this little roller tube 
is a miracle worker 
that stimulates your 
skin’s production of 
hyaluronic acid to 
erase lines. amazing.

PRIMER  
But don’t stop here, the next step is 
a prime example of perfecting your 
already nourished skin.

SKIN (cont.)

BABOR skinovage daily Mattifying cream:  
containing active ingredients like alpine stem cells, 
osmotec, lentil extract, Vitamin e, Pistachio and 
Jojoba oils this little scientist regulates skin’s moisture 
balance while it refines and mattifies.



PRIMER (cont.)

CLINIQUE even Better 
Foundation sPF15: now 
in 30 shades! an oil free 
brightening and corrective 
solution that diminishes age 
spots and improves clarity 
within 4-6 weeks. 

LAURA MERCIER uni-
versal invisible loose set-
ting Powder: one formula 
for all skin tones. erases fine 
lines and reflects light for 
a smooth finish on all skin 
types.

OBSESSIVE COMPUL-
SIVE COSMETICS con-
cealer: a 100% vegan 
second skin! this stuff is truly 
amazing. doesn’t crease 
and has incredible staying 
power. Paraben, silicone 
and Fragrance free these 
babies come in 12 multi 
ethnic shades.

PURELY COSMETICS 
diamond Perfect Finish 
Powder: hand made with 
a pure carat of diamond 
powder! Bending and 
reflecting light, this setting 
powder leaves a diffused 
finish appearance.

CONCEALER/
FOUNDATION  
concealing, evening and setting is 
crucial keep up with the mystique. 

DERMALOGICA  
skinperfect Primer 

sPF30: a velvety primer 
to brighten most com-

plexions with a neutral 
tint for every skin tone. i 
prefer it under the eyes 

as it fills in every fine line.

MURAD skin  
Perfecting Primer: this 
chic black tube comes 
in 3 finishes: dewy, 
Matte and acne shine 
control - all of which 
are oil free and amaz-
ingly loaded with Bo-
tanicals, Fruit extracts, 
amino acids, antioxi-
dants and Minerals for 
the perfect canvas. 



EYES  
our soul windows should 
always be swiped with the  
most precious of gems.

MAKE UP FOREVER Black 
tango Palette: something sexy. 
something that shimmers. some-
thing that won’t budge all day. 
these pots of colour are the 
epitome of need.

SMASHBOX softbox Palette: 
an array of soft colours for 
natural or smokey look. all day 
wear that keeps up.

VINCENT LONGO Wet 
diamond eyeshadow: use 
wet or dry and keep your 
eyes forever sparkling. 

RIMMEL gel eyeliner:  
regular or waterproof and 
soooo creamy. Packaging is 
very clever and compact.

DIOR golden Jungle 
Palette: one word: ob-
sessed. the shimmery ivory, 
the brown, the black, the lip 



we enhance

YVES SAINT LAURENT shock-
ing Mascara: use only if you want 
your lashes to look longer, stronger 
and a sexy shade of wet.

MAKE UP FOREVER aqua 
shadow: as brilliant as the rest -  

the array of colours have incredible 
staying and intensity power. 

EYEBROWS  
eyebrows are the frames to the 
windows of the soul thus keeping 
them impeccable is key.

EYES (cont.)

KEVYN AUCOIN  
Precision Brow Pencil: With its tiny lead you can draw in 
individual hairs or blend for a softer look. comes in a 
retractable tube with an attached spoolie.

ANASTASIA  
BEVERLY HILLS  
clear Brow gel: From the guru of brows comes 
the best selling gel that’ll keep your unruly hairs at 
bay without leaving them stiff of flakey.

LAURA GELLER Brow sculpting Marker: natural  
looking brows never looked this good with a hypoal-
lergenic formula and a fiber tip for precise application.

MILANI Brow 
Fix Kit: an all-in-
one grooming and 
shaping kit in three 
shades to accommo-
date almost every 
skin tone with ease.



NARS Foreplay cheek Palette: a reinvented 
classic that suits any mood and highlights to 
perfection.

CHEEKS
Blush is the new bronzer.

GIVENCHY 
le Prisme 
Blush: a  

collection of 
matte colours 

that can be 
worn alone  
or in unison.

VINCENT LONGO cheek and 
lip stain: a double duty gel stain 
that feels as luxurious as it looks.

KORRES cheek Butter: Full 
of shea Butter and Vitamin c, 
this creamy formula creates 
tints you can build up.

we enhance



LIPS Whatever you say should look beautiful.

MAKE UP FOREVER 
AQUA ROUGE: if you 
haven’t already heard, this 
is the end-all solution to lips 
that go on for days. another 
obsession. 

JOUER Moisturizing lip gloss: 
in colours like hamptons and 
Malibu, you’re can dip into a 
sheer, soothing lip holiday. 

THE NAME IS  
PRODUCT: Prep your lips, skin 
and hair with this 5-ingredient 
magic potion. i keep one at 
home, one in my purse and one 
in my kit. Just in case.

SMASHBOX lip enhanc-
ing gloss: incredibly mois-
turizing and long lasting 
these three colour formulas 
won’t leave anyone astray. 

DIOR ADDICT lipstick in Wild or 
daring: Part of the Jungle collec-
tion, these earthy shimmering tones 
are as luxe as they sound.



DIOR golden Jungle Vernis: 
a fall collection with limited 
edition shades to send you 
off to your golden era.

NAILS a look is  
never complete without  
some vernis.

we enhance

LCN urban  
expressions  

collection: Four 
stunning nude 

colours that last. 
huge fan. DR. REMEDY Brisk and Beautiful  

collection: a first ever nail polish created 
by doctors and approved by the american 
Podiatric Medical association. so safe 
even your kids can wear them!

HAIR  
luscious locks are a 
staple to any wardrobe. 
Keep yours perfect. KMS  

CALIFORNIA 
Freeshape quick 

Blow dry: ever 
wanted to cut 

your hair drying 
time by half and 

condition your 
hair? now you 

can! Miracle.

JOICO K-Pak 
restorative styling 
oil: i don’t leave 

home without 
putting some on. 

nourishes, strength-
ens and protects. 

OLIVIA 
GARDEN 

nanothermic 
ceramic ionic Brush: 

heat resistant. anti-bac-
terial technology. gentle 
on hair and scalp. need i 
say more?

NUBIAN HERITAGE grow & strengthen edge taming 
taffy: the entire product line smells of heaven. hydrates 
and repairs damaged hair. incredible healing properties.



DIOR ADDICT 
eau de Parfum: 
every time i put 
this on i get com-
plimented. every. 
time. Jamaican 
“queen of the 
night” flower is 
responsible for this 
sophisticated and 
seductive scent.

BODY  
Who said the rest of you should be neglected?

MALIE Mango nectar 
Body cream: harvested 
during hawaii’s summer 
mango season - brought to 
you with love. skin has never 
smelled or felt better.

SHEA MOISTURE  
organic olive green tea 
avocado Body scrub: this 
stuff is a must have! i can’t 
get enough. neither can my 
boyfriend after i use it.

ROBERT PIGUET  
Bois noir Perfume: a 
unisex woody fragrance 
with notes from sandal-
wood and patchouli. 

NUBIAN HERITAGE shea 
Butter: infused with Black 
soap extract, oats and aloe 
for perfectly smoothing out 
any dry patches.

SIMPLY BELLE Perfume: orange oil, 
peach, jasmine and vanilla are just some 
of the few delicious notes. lovely.

MAMA MIO Boob tube: it is what it is. 
“aim north, not south” is their motto and i 
agree. Pregnant or not - you need this.

LAVANILA 
Vanilla grape-
fruit Fragrance: 

resembling a 
kiss from the 

sun, grapefruit, 
sandalwood, 

lime and Mad-
agascar vanilla 

lift spirits with 
this concoction.
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EXTRAS  
Because there’s never 
enough. ever.

COMODYNES Micellar 
cleanser Makeup remover 

Wipes: even super sensitive skin 
will thank you. substitutes all 

other makeup removers.

SEDA FRANCE cameo 
l’ambre ceramic candle: 
amber, patchouli and vanilla 
accompany mandarin and 
bergamot oranges to  
perfection. home staple.

THE RISE AND FALL Woodgrain Pillow: 
Bring the outside in. a lot of other cheeky 
designs printed on organic cotton. 

PLUGGZ Flip Flops: connect back to 
earth and support your arches with these 
custom carbon and rubber flip flops designed to 
conduct a flow of free electrons from the earth to our 

JAPONESQUE 
safari chic Brush 
set: a take-with-

you-on-all-adven-
tures kind of set. 

rawr.

PROSKINS slim  
leggings: designed with 

caffeine, retinol and Vitamin 
e (seriously) these babies are 
proven cellulite busters in 28 

days! day 2 here i come...



























the PhotograPhy oF deMonica  |  deMonicaPhoto.coM

the Best Way i can descriBe deMonica is By saying that she is truly one oF a Kind.  she Was one oF the 
First PhotograPhers i Met aFter MoVing to la and our FriendshiP as Well her talent has continued 
to groW oVer the years.  she’s alWays BrainstorMing neW ideas and her WorK eVoKes eMotion eVery 
single tiMe.  you Feel her WorK and it MaKes you thinK.  that should Be the goal oF eVery PhotograPher.  i 
asKed her iF she Wanted to contriBute soMething Based on our current gyPsy theMe and she decided 
to highlight and PhotograPh those close to her Who are liVing a gyPsy tyPe liFestyle.

-christoPher roBin Bredesen

Free  
Styling







what brought you to l.a. from France?  
the spirit of adventure, a need for freedom, and most of 
all, a gut feeling that la would do me good. la changed 
my life.

what do you do for a living? 

i’m transitioning from a corporate Marketing job to a role as 
an idea obstetrician: i want to help people (artists, entrepre-
neurs) give birth to their projects.

who is your favorite designer/artist/poet/musician, etc.? 

Balmain and Jean-Paul gaultier for their dandy Metropolis 
inspired creations. delaunay, rothko and Klein for the way 
their colors vibrate. Blaise cendrars, an amazing poet 
who traveled the world in the first half of last century and 
depicted his journeys with a staggering intensity: “Prose 
of the trans-siberian and of little Jehanne of France is a 
symphony of emotions,” it’s like a rachmaninov concerto, or 
the voice of Jeff Buckley.

who are your favorite fashion icons and why? 

louise Brooks, so graphic and mysterious, grace Kelly, the 
epitome of class and femininity, Jane Birkin, for her indepen-
dence and her simplicity.

what is your most prized in-closet possession?

My Jitrois leather pants, my second skin.

Quote/mantra you live by?

in fashion: something my mother explained to me very 
early: trends follow a 20-year cycle: “nothing is lost, noth-
ing is created, all is transformed.” i “shop” a lot in her and 
my grandmother’s closets.

 

MARIE GEFFROY

we live

what do you do for a living? 
own and operate Maneater Productions (http://maneat-
erproductions.com). We make creative content ranging 
from broadcast commercials and branded content to music 
videos. 

who are your favorite fashion icons and why?
early issey Miyake. it is noteworthy that he survived 
nuclear attack then expressed his art in a means that 
promoted a unified east & west. robert smith of the cure 
also did a lot for me personally, encouraging self selected 
many layered against the stream fashion goodness. 

what gets you off?
Fashionistas, onset shoot days, and going into the wild to 
drink mothers milk and be free off the grid.

what/who inspires you?
anyone whose work is rooted in something they love and 
focused on the betterment of people, places, or things.

JED JAMES
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ANGEL QUINTANA

Describe your style in a sentence?
egyptian Boho

what/who inspires you?
People brave enough to follow their dreams, be exactly 
who they are without compromising, are authentic, healthy, 
and working for the greater good of all. i love people who 
emit positive energy, can talk openly, and know how to 
have real conversations. i love good listeners.

what do you do for a living?
i help spiritual entrepreneurs see life as holistic so they can 
discover their life purpose and create a meaningful busi-

ness that makes a difference in the lives of others (www.
houseofvitalia.com) . i also own an online boutique that is 
everything egyptian Boho.

what project are you currently working on? or plan to 
work on in the future?
i am launching my own e-boutique, www.shopvintageval-
entine.com in the fall. i’ll be carrying lifestyle goods and 
fashion/jewelry for the holistic fashionista.
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NANA AGYAPONG

place in l.a. you feel you belong?
i feel i belong at Venice Beach.

where do you feel Zen
a place that takes me to zen is my childhood, the village i 
grew up in on the coast of ghana, sekondi.

who is your favorite designer/artist/poet/musician, etc.?
My favorite designers are Jean Paul gualtier, John galia-
no and hussien chalayan. Poet i’d have to say Philomine 
long.  My biggest music influence is Fela Kuti.

what project are you currently working on? or plan to 
work on in the future?
i am working on my documentary “ la Woman rising,” a 
video art documentary that follows 50 different women 
waking up in the morning and their morning rituals. check 
out the trailer on youtube/ la Woman rising and website 
la Woman rising.com
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what project are you currently working on? or plan to 
work on in the future?

i’m currently writing songs for my debut solo record that 
i would like to put out hopefully by the beginning of 2013. 
also, i’m working on songs with rachel dean for her debut 
eP that we are about to record next month. i will be playing 
acoustic guitar on and singing backups on that as well. 

who are your favorite fashion icons and why?

Marc Bolan, david Bowie, the Beatles, the stones. Be-
cause they defined their own styles

Describe your style in a sentence?

a little bit country and a little bit rock and roll.

what/who inspires you?

inspiration comes randomly for me. something inspires me 
and i act on it then. it could be anything and everything. 
lately it’s been listening to country music and playing 
with my girlfriend rachel dean that has been a constant 
inspiration for me to write and get better.

place that takes you back to Zen? 

definitely Joshua tree.  the magnificent rock formations 
and endless joshua trees all around you, coupled with an 
amazing music / artist community. . . it’s the best place in 
the world!

who are your favorite fashion icons and why?

definitely stevie nicks witchy and flowy, Jane Birkin’s minis 
and short shorts, and linda ronstadt’s easy laid back sexy 
style.

Describe your style in a sentence?

california country mixed with witchy gypsy that likes to 
rock some tomboy vintage tees.

what is your most prized in-closet possession?

definitely my cowboy boots. i live in them, literally. oh 
and my black flowy kimono and my favorite worn in black 
leather fringe jacket.

what do you do for a living? 

i am a food and beverage manager at the standard 
hotel, an online vintage store owner, and a musician.  i am 
about to go into the studio to record my eP.  i recently did 
a Kickstarter to fund this project and was successful!  i am 
super excited and grateful!!  

what gets you off?

listening to Bob Welch while drinking a glass of cham-
pagne and eating a hot dog.

RACHEL DEAN

RYAN NORMAN
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we rollGypsy Touring
A 
TOURINg  
MUSICIAN 
LIvES THE ROCK N’ ROLL 
gYPSY LIFESTYLE. 

For oVer a decade i toured With Bands, 
liVed out oF a suitcase and slePt on a Bus.  though 
it all seeMs Very glaMorous it can also Be Very ex-
hausting constantly PacKing, rePacKing and neVer 
haVing eVerything you need.  For a little insight into 
the gyPsy liFe on the road i asKed soMe oF My Fa-
Vorite ladies oF Music aBout their touring essentials 
and MeMoraBle MoMents.

By courtenay Brandt, contriButing Fashion editor



Gypsy Touring

we roll

Jessie Baylin
clothinG rag & Bone booties, alex Wang tees & a leather jacket

products oribe hair products & darphin for the skin

suitcase delsey 

city new york city, Bowery Ballroom

hotel Park hyatt, sydney harbour 

restaurant uchi, austin tx

book these days it would be baby catcher by Peggy Vincent

tour bus soundtrack/record d’angelo Voodoo. i’ll never wear that album out...

favourite concert radiohead at roskilde 2008



Holly Williams
clothinG helmut lang basic tees, J Brand skinnies 
and the rick owens biker jacket that looks better the 
more beat up it gets!!

products Kiehls Milk and honey Body scrub to 
wash off “the road”, Mario Bedescu cleansers and lots of 
caudalie sunscreen and lip balm

suitcase Briggs & riley makes the most indestructi-
ble suitcase on the freaking planet!! lifetime warranty too!

city  hmmm that is a very hard one, craving stockholm 
right now

hotel  shutters, santa Monica, ca

restaurant  locanda Verde, nyc

book  “at home” by Bill Bryson

tour bus soundtrack/record  anything by 
Bon iver to soothe the soul

favourite concert  a tie between sigur ros or 
gillian Welch at the ryman auditorium



Trixie Whitley
clothinG My black levi’s & leather ankle boots

products nuxe & la roche Possay- effaclar

suitcase uhm? some cheap black bag w/ wheels..

city  ny, london, Vienna

hotel  suisse Majestic in Montreux, switzerland

restaurant  house of elliot in gent, Belgium

book  albert camus’ lyrical & critical essays, Milan 
Kundera’s unbearable lightness of being,  rimbaud’s 
complete works, rilke, neruda, Breton, etc . . . 

tour bus soundtrack/record  thelonious 
Monk, nick drake, Joni Mitchell , latin Playboys ,  PJ 
harvey, d’angelo, tricky , Betty davis, donny hatha-
way, eric satie , tinariwen . . . 

favourite concert  Feist, radiohead, Mavis 
staple, cat Power, antony and the Johnsons



  model  
behavior{

photographer: ben bernschneider  |  bernschneider.com



hen people look at a picture in 
a magazine, they don’t always 
think about or know all the work 

that goes into creating it. Most of the 
time, it takes the effort of an entire 
team; hair and make-up artist, a styl-
ist, a photographer, a model, a great 
location or studio and creative minds 
to get that one shot. one of the most 
important things for me, is the connec-
tion between a photographer and a 
model. it is where two worlds collide to 
make magic. 

i began my journey 8 months ago. 

 after a little break from the in-
dustry, i needed to rebuild my book/
portfolio. often times, you only get one 
chance to make a good first impression 
with a client. a modeling book along 
with personality, will be what sells you 
to a client. so the first step to getting 
back into the swing of things, was get-
ting my book back into tip top shape. 
My agent suggested she send me out..
meaning say goodbye to the family 
and off you go to another market.  she 
felt with my look a good commercial 
market would be a strong start.

 i began my journey in october 
of 2011, when i landed in cape town, 
south africa. not knowing at that time 
that it would be the first of many stops, 
and turn into an 8 month tromp across 
continents.

 cape town is a “hot spot” right 
now in the industry where models 
and photographers go to build their 
books and clients flock for the summer 
weather and stunning locations. When 
they told me i was going to south af-
rica, i expected to see wild animals 
roaming the streets, that i would need 
a mosquito net,  and a lot of vaccines. 
Basically, i thought i would be “rough-
ing it in the wild”. that was so not the 
case! cape town is a stunning city and 
i fell in love with it. ask anyone who 
has been there, and they will probably 

tell you the same thing.  cape town 
provided me with busy days which 
kept my mind off the homesickness.  if 
i was not on set filming a commercial, 
my days were filled with long waits for 
auditions.  the “usual”.

 While my time in south africa, was 
lovely . . . it was a market full of tV com-
mercials. Which in the end,  did nothing 
to change my book. still, i was blessed 
to meet and work with incredible di-
rectors from around the world, as well 
as other talent in the industry, filming 
tV commercials. i enjoyed getting to 
know them and working with them 
and i always made sure to take a little 
bit of their knowledge and wisdom 
away with me.

 on april 17th, yep that’s right folks 
i was in south africa for 6 months!  i left 
south africa for three weeks in Paris, 
then onto my final stop in hamburg, 
germany on May 14th, before head-
ing back home on June 26th, 2012.   

 Paris was interesting but i either hit 
it at a strange time or i just didn’t have 
the current “look” they were going for 
so off to hamburg i went.

 By the time i got to hamburg i 
was terribly homesick, 7 months and 
counting i had been away from home, 
Portland oregon. thank goodness 
hamburg was a place where i had al-
ways felt at home! it was a welcoming 
change for certain. 

 With about six weeks to go and 
the mission to build my book still on, it 
was time to hit the streets, to go see 
and meet as many clients and photog-
raphers in hamburg that i could. 

 June 12th, was a typical day, 
wake up... and i get the email telling 
me my appointments for the day and 
out the door i go. having made my 
first few appointments just fine, i had 
enough time to run home and grab a 
bite to eat before heading off to the 

rest. little did i know, that my train sta-
tion would be down for construction. 
this threw me off schedule and put me 
on a whole new adventure of having 
to learn the bus system, but thankfully, 
i have a booker in the agency, whom 
i call my “navigator”, and he is always 
willing to help me when i am lost so he 
got me back on track.

 My last appointment of the day 
was a winner. it was with thomas 
schloemann (www.schloemann.de), a 
photographer, who i met on a prior 
trip and had always wanted to work 
with.  thomas immediately made me 
feel at home, he invited me in, en-
gaged me in conversation, and just 
like our first meeting years back i could 
feel the connection with him and knew 
that if given the chance we could 
create some great photos. thomas 
flipped through my book, took a few 
snaps and sent me out the door with 
a promise of a test shoot before i had 
to leave germany. 

 i am a very lucky girl as thomas 
is a man of his word! it was a week 
after i met with thomas that we are 
shooting from two o’clock until about 
six o’clock. i am instructed to bring all 
the clothing i can, and that i will be do-
ing my own hair and make-up. this is 
something that usually throws me off a 
bit.  i am not confident in doing my own 
make-up for a shoot, but it is some-
thing models have to do sometimes, 
even for jobs.  clothing is also a pain 
because i only have what i travel with, 
and by month seven it has been used 
and abused! one of the good things 
about photography though is that you 
can shoot around a bad outfit and it 
can turn out looking incredible. 

 thomas, set the mood with some 
guns n’ roses and off to work we 
went. i cannot explain the feelings i 
had when i saw the first shots that we 
did. i was so overwhelmed and emo-
tional about it i almost broke down in 

W
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hen people look at a picture in 
a magazine, they don’t always 
think about or know all the work 

that goes into creating it. Most of the 
time, it takes the effort of an entire 
team; hair and make-up artist, a styl-
ist, a photographer, a model, a great 
location or studio and creative minds 
to get that one shot. one of the most 
important things for me, is the connec-
tion between a photographer and a 
model. it is where two worlds collide to 
make magic. 

i began my journey 8 months ago. 

 after a little break from the in-
dustry, i needed to rebuild my book/
portfolio. often times, you only get one 
chance to make a good first impression 
with a client. a modeling book along 
with personality, will be what sells you 
to a client. so the first step to getting 
back into the swing of things, was get-
ting my book back into tip top shape. 
My agent suggested she send me out..
meaning say goodbye to the family 
and off you go to another market.  she 
felt with my look a good commercial 
market would be a strong start.

 i began my journey in october 
of 2011, when i landed in cape town, 
south africa. not knowing at that time 
that it would be the first of many stops, 
and turn into an 8 month tromp across 
continents.

 cape town is a “hot spot” right 
now in the industry where models 
and photographers go to build their 
books and clients flock for the summer 
weather and stunning locations. When 
they told me i was going to south af-
rica, i expected to see wild animals 
roaming the streets, that i would need 
a mosquito net,  and a lot of vaccines. 
Basically, i thought i would be “rough-
ing it in the wild”. that was so not the 
case! cape town is a stunning city and 
i fell in love with it. ask anyone who 
has been there, and they will probably 

tell you the same thing.  cape town 
provided me with busy days which 
kept my mind off the homesickness.  if 
i was not on set filming a commercial, 
my days were filled with long waits for 
auditions.  the “usual”.

 While my time in south africa, was 
lovely . . . it was a market full of tV com-
mercials. Which in the end,  did nothing 
to change my book. still, i was blessed 
to meet and work with incredible di-
rectors from around the world, as well 
as other talent in the industry, filming 
tV commercials. i enjoyed getting to 
know them and working with them 
and i always made sure to take a little 
bit of their knowledge and wisdom 
away with me.

 on april 17th, yep that’s right folks 
i was in south africa for 6 months!  i left 
south africa for three weeks in Paris, 
then onto my final stop in hamburg, 
germany on May 14th, before head-
ing back home on June 26th, 2012.   

 Paris was interesting but i either hit 
it at a strange time or i just didn’t have 
the current “look” they were going for 
so off to hamburg i went.

 By the time i got to hamburg i 
was terribly homesick, 7 months and 
counting i had been away from home, 
Portland oregon. thank goodness 
hamburg was a place where i had al-
ways felt at home! it was a welcoming 
change for certain. 

 With about six weeks to go and 
the mission to build my book still on, it 
was time to hit the streets, to go see 
and meet as many clients and photog-
raphers in hamburg that i could. 

 June 12th, was a typical day, 
wake up... and i get the email telling 
me my appointments for the day and 
out the door i go. having made my 
first few appointments just fine, i had 
enough time to run home and grab a 
bite to eat before heading off to the 

rest. little did i know, that my train sta-
tion would be down for construction. 
this threw me off schedule and put me 
on a whole new adventure of having 
to learn the bus system, but thankfully, 
i have a booker in the agency, whom 
i call my “navigator”, and he is always 
willing to help me when i am lost so he 
got me back on track.

 My last appointment of the day 
was a winner. it was with thomas 
schloemann (www.schloemann.de), a 
photographer, who i met on a prior 
trip and had always wanted to work 
with.  thomas immediately made me 
feel at home, he invited me in, en-
gaged me in conversation, and just 
like our first meeting years back i could 
feel the connection with him and knew 
that if given the chance we could 
create some great photos. thomas 
flipped through my book, took a few 
snaps and sent me out the door with 
a promise of a test shoot before i had 
to leave germany. 

 i am a very lucky girl as thomas 
is a man of his word! it was a week 
after i met with thomas that we are 
shooting from two o’clock until about 
six o’clock. i am instructed to bring all 
the clothing i can, and that i will be do-
ing my own hair and make-up. this is 
something that usually throws me off a 
bit.  i am not confident in doing my own 
make-up for a shoot, but it is some-
thing models have to do sometimes, 
even for jobs.  clothing is also a pain 
because i only have what i travel with, 
and by month seven it has been used 
and abused! one of the good things 
about photography though is that you 
can shoot around a bad outfit and it 
can turn out looking incredible. 

 thomas, set the mood with some 
guns n’ roses and off to work we 
went. i cannot explain the feelings i 
had when i saw the first shots that we 
did. i was so overwhelmed and emo-
tional about it i almost broke down in 
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tears, but...that would have ruined the 
rest of the shoot, so i chose to hug 
thomas instead, and thank him for tak-
ing the time to make this all happen. 
the rest of the day with thomas was 
wonderful  and creative and i wish it 
didn’t have to end.

 after an 8 month struggle to get 
my book back into shape i had hit three 
different modeling markets, ran my bank 
account dry and had almost given up 
. . . i felt at last the struggle and per-
sistence had paid off and i finally got 
the test shoot i so desperately needed 
for my book!  thomas also followed 
through on his word and snagged me 
another test shoot with photographer, 
Ben Bernschneider (www.benbern-
schneider.com) which led to another 
magical day of shooting.  

 Finally, i was on my way back to 
Portland.  it had been such an amaz-
ing journey i was pleased i wasn’t go-
ing home with just memories but i had 
a new book to show for it. it was time 
to catch up with friends and family.  i 
so desperately needed some good ol’ 
summertime home fun.  unfortunately, 
the time at home was brief. My new 
book proved a positive and i was 
sent off again mid-July. in fact,  i write 
this from a plane on my way to nyc. 
July in new york. hot. i can’t complain.  
now to strut my first impressions.

hello Big apple!

Photo caPtions

1  in south africa the main way to get 
around is by foot, but often times, it 
was too hot for  the hour walk to the 
city from where i lived. there is no met-
ro system for within cape town, and 
when trying to save as much money 
as possible, the next best way to get 
around was by minibus taxis. it is typi-
cally a white van that seats up to 12 
people, but they manage to squeeze 

as many passengers in as possible 
along the route, making it quite the 
adventure.

2  camps Bay is about a 20 minute 
drive from the city and is the main 
tourist destination. camps Bay area is 
where the higher end of the night life 
takes place and is always swarming 
with people. camps Bay has a stun-
ning beach with miles of white sand, 
but the water is ice cold and extreme-
ly rough. in the back ground you can 
see the twelve apostles Mountains 
which surround camps Bay.

3  this is on the set of a location job i 
did in camps Bay. everything needed 
to shoot on location gets packed up 
and taken along. it is always interest-
ing when it comes to changing clothes 
when on location, and as a model 
you learn to get used to changing 
in public areas since most locations 
don’t offer a place to change. But,  i 
sure love and appreciate clients like 
these who bring a portable changing 
room along(red, round, pop up tent 
hanging on the left.

4  one of my favorite parts of liv-
ing in south africa was the children! 
this was a group of school girls that 
i ran into one day while out on ap-
pointments. these children have smiles 
that light up the world and a joyful 
attitude to go with it, no matter how 
rough life may be for them.  these 
girls are the future of south africa 
and they all have very big dreams for 
their futures!

5  if you wonder what models do in 
their down time...we BBq! Which in 
south africa is called a Braai. Ma-
jority of the time i was living in cape 
town, i lived at a hotel with about 
10 to 15 other models. Between the 
heat and having one small kitchen, 
this was an easy way to have a home 
cooked meal. not to mention that 
having a group of friends together, 

sitting around laughing and enjoying 
food and music, makes for the per-
fect evening.

6  My character breakdown for a 
television commercial being filmed for 
germany.

7   this is the slate board used during 
one of my tV commercials. it is used to 
mark and identify the scene informa-
tion and take number as well as other 
information.  listed here is the produc-
tion company, name of the client and 
the title of the project. as well as the 
name of the director,  a  director of 
photography (camera man), and the 
date of shooting.

8  the modeling business is huge, 
but it is still a small world out there. 
it is surprising to me, that in a busi-
ness that is bursting at the seams with 
more models than there is work, that 
i still run into friends everywhere i 
go. i was thrilled to learn that aline, 
a dear friend who i have known for 
15 years would also be in Paris at the 
same time. aline and i met while in 
Japan when we were 16 years old 
and have crossed paths multiple times 
while in Japan, in italy and now we 
can add Paris to the list. Who better to 
share seeing the eiffel tower for the 
first time than a good girlfriend!

9  clothing! clothing! clothing! i love 
going straight to the clothing rack 
when i arrive at a job or test shoot. 
i am pretty plain Jane when it comes 
to fashion for myself, but i love fashion 
and clothes! one of the best parts of 
my job, is getting to play dress up in 
high fashion, expensive clothing, that 
i would otherwise never get to wear.

10    Berlin, germany central station.
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1 1  town hall (rathaus) is located 
in the heart of hamburg, ger-
many. the entire building takes 
up a few blocks and is hard to 
fit into a single shot.  this has to 
be the most beautiful building in 
hamburg . . . an architectural mas-
terpiece! i would walk past it al-
most daily on my way to appoint-
ments, and could never get used 
to is beauty! even though i have 
not seen the inside, i can imagine 
what it must be like if this is just the 
outside shell. taking a tour is on a 
must see list for my next visit!

12  the first images to be added 
into my portfolio. after looking 
through hundreds of shots, and 

much discussion, my agent in 
hamburg (okay Models) made 
the final decision and this is it!  i 
am honored to have the work 
with thomas be my new begin-
ning, and i hope the work we did 
will bring us both lots of success! 

13  another photographer who 
rocks my world, the creative and 
talented photographer Ben 
Bernschneider(www.benbern-
schneider.com).  shooting with 
Ben was such a blessing and a 
day full of laughter! it was a last 
minute shoot thrown in days be-
fore i left hamburg and i cannot 
thank him enough for taking the 
time to help me rebuild my book. 

i learned that photography is 
not Ben’s only talent...and he 
keeps on impressing me.

14  one magical day with pho-
tographer, thomas schloemann 
(www.schloemann.de). after filling 
up the sd cards, it is time to re-
view the first round of shots. af-
ter waiting 8 months for this day, 
and feeling that this was going to 
be a very good day from how it 
had started off...i was so excited 
to see how it was all coming to-
gether. When the images finally 
popped up, i was speechless 
and fired up to keep on going!

15  this is my happy place in 
cape town, south africa. the 

tip top of lions head mountain 
(2,195 ft. above sea level). By 
the time i hiked and climbed to 
the top, i had lost all feelings of 
fear, doubt and stress and was 
left to sit in awe at the breath-
taking views. this was a good 
workout that was easy to access 
with a 5 minute taxi ride. taking 
friends along to enjoy the stun-
ning sunsets, or full moons was 
another fun way to spend our 
down time. in the background 
you can see robin island out in 
the middle of the ocean.  

16  in Paris on a shoot, my hair 
became a work of art that 
weighed about 10 lbs.
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17  nobel square in cape 
town is where  statues of four 
nobel Peace Prize laureates 
are on display. one of them 
is  nelson Mandela, who was 
awarded the nobel piece 
prize in 1993.

18, 19  on a day off from work 
and appointments, i decided to 
take a friend along on a visit to 
a local township called langa in 
cape town. When you arrive in 
cape town, the drive in from 
the airport is surrounded for 
miles by townships and poverty, 
which pulled at my heart strings 
every time i would drive past 
them. i was warned and told not 
to go to the townships because 

of the danger. But, that just 
made me want to explore and 
learn about the people that live 
there, and what their life is like 
even more. i have taken trips 
to volunteer in and towns and 
orphanages in Mexico and Bra-
zil in the past, so i have seen 
poverty before, but this was like 
nothing i had ever seen and it 
broke my heart. safety wise, it 
was not smart, and we got very 
lucky. i was so blessed by the 
women, men and children that 
i met that day and they will al-
ways be in my heart. i hope to 
return to langa one day soon, 
but hopefully not just for a visit 
but to make a difference.

20  sometimes we are just a 
number. But sometimes those 
numbers can be lucky! But 
when you arrive for an audi-
tion and you see that you are 
number 297 or 306 it can feel 
like you are playing the lottery. 
With many other appointments 
to make, you quickly learn how 
to beat the system so you don’t 
miss out on any opportunities. 
signing in and being this high 
on the list meant it was time to 
pull out my schedule and see if 
i could make it to another audi-
tion and back before my num-
ber was called. if there was not 
enough time, it meant a good 
coffee break with a friend.  ei-
ther way, when the competition 

is high, you cannot stand to miss 

out on a single audition!

21  i made it to the top of table 

Mountain in cape town...one 

of the new 7 wonders of the 

world. one check off my bucket 

list! thanks to a friend who 

motivated me to do the tough 

hike, which takes two to three 

hours on average...we made it 

in just under an hour and a half. 

But i was barley alive when 

i reached the top, and very 

thankful there was a cable car 

ride for the way down!

22 Working with french directors 

while filming the French activia tV 
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commercial. i spent most of the day getting 
dressed and undressed for my role, in a room 
filled with crew and a camera. they made it 
comfortable and fun!

23, 24  another thing i try to do as much 
as i can when i am traveling, is be a tourist. 
i get to see cities inside out because i walk 
and use public transportation, but there are 

always the areas that you miss, especially 
tourist hot spots, so on days off it is look-
ing for those tourist places to see all i can. 
this statue is of nelson Mandela, who was 
awarded the nobel piece prize in 1993. it 
is located at nobel square in cape town. i 
try to not be shy . . . everyone is on their own 
path and i like to discover and learn. Wher-
ever it is i am traveling, making friends with 

locals is always a bonus. especially when 
they can teach you some new dance moves 
or how to play the guitar.

25, 26  Working for a french catalogue. 3 
girls on set. pool
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The  
Burning 
Season
By Matthew  
Vasiliauskas

he stood near the kitchen window, the faint scent of her withered orchids 
swimming blindly around in her nostrils, watching as the walls of st. cecilia’s 
cathedral burned to the ground.

 the sensation of smoldering heat against her face provided great excite-
ment, and she would close her eyes, the shadowed fingertips of flames scratch-
ing memories of sweat drenched dances at Morris hall into her eyelids, the 
stomping feet, swirling hair and slithering limbs causing her head to slowly 
sway back and forth, her ears watching, becoming entranced by the hypnotic 
rhythm of the flickering light.
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he stood near the kitch-
en window, the faint 
scent of her withered 
orchids swimming blindly 
around in her nostrils, 
watching as the walls of 
st. cecilia’s cathedral 
burned to the ground.

 the sensation of smol-
dering heat against her 
face provided great ex-
citement, and she would 
close her eyes, the 
shadowed fingertips of 
flames scratching memo-
ries of sweat drenched 
dances at Morris hall 
into her eyelids, the 
stomping feet, swirling 
hair and slithering limbs 
causing her head to 
slowly sway back and 
forth, her ears watching, 
becoming entranced by 
the hypnotic rhythm of 
the flickering light.
 Moving from darkness to light is 
what she enjoyed most. that moment 
immediately after opening her eyes, 
where the world would blur and break 
apart, contorted, fragmented pieces 
of doorways, bed sheets and swaying 
curtains caught in a current of shimmer-
ing transparency reaching desperately 

for the tips of her lashes, gripping onto 
their silk surface and painfully pulling 
closer and closer until finally becoming 
whole again.

 it was that time of the year when 
the town of Bancroft became com-
pletely engulfed in flames. For weeks 
the locals had been experiencing the 
smell, that strong odor of singed bark 
sweating off the oak trees and linger-
ing over the rooftops, thin strands of 
heavy, lost blackness unraveling and 
crawling through the open windows, 
passing blurred photographs and 
nesting in the bottoms of coffee-stained 
cups swimming freely in the dissipating 
rush of hot consumed liquid. 

 at first it would start off small, a 
few flames blossoming out of a veg-
etable garden, blending perfectly 
with the ornamental ribbons swaying 
in the breeze, before spreading down 
the streets, pulsating orange  reflected 
in the watery, unblinking eyes of old, 
drunk curbside men, nodding their 
heads to a silent rhythm, watching de-
fenseless homes and shops melt away, 
the bare feet of children running along-
side the current of moist ash, shouting 
as it disappeared into the depths of 
the sewers.

 after three months the locals 
would return, their dry hands gripping 
onto the handles of worn suitcases, 
gazing out over the mounds of gray 
ash, the faces of dolls, clocks and furni-
ture occasionally peering out gasping 
for breath, creating terrain for car-
penter ants to march across, their tiny, 
silhouetted shadows providing veins to 
the ground below, so that the people 
would feel its warm skin with every 
step as they gathered their charred 
belongings and began the task of re-
building the town once again.

 after thinking about the situation 
for some time, she made the decision 
to remain in Bancroft during the burning 

season, despite the objections of many 
of her close friends who feared for her 
safety, and pleaded with her not to go 
through with such a foolish idea. she 
was not deterred though, and stored 
up enough of the necessary supplies for 
the coming months, and even made a 
recording of herself singing in the made 
up language her sisters had taught her, 
and wrapped it in a bed sheet plac-
ing it in her mother’s suitcase who on 
the long ride out of town would hold it 
close to her cheeks, the shaking pops 
and clicks of the song cascading down 
the deep, hollow wrinkles of her flesh 
like chunks of melting ice, causing her 
eyes to remain shut for weeks on end.

 the sun seemed extra bright on the 
final day of desertion, and she decided 
to ride her bicycle down aldine, want-
ing to take in the colors of the storefronts 
before they vanished completely.

 her hands gripped tightly on the 
handles, tiny bits of passing smoke and 
ash resting in the spaces between her 
knuckles, as the faces of panting brick 
and plaster stared open-mouthed, 
their shops occasionally sinking into 
darkness with each desperate, ex-
hausted swallow, as the people 
crouched and limped along, covering 
their mouths with handkerchiefs or 
newspaper, pulling carts full of plastic-
wrapped possessions behind them.

 she watched as someone us-
ing a long rope began lowering a 
wooden desk from a top floor apart-
ment, carved floral designs decorating 
each drawer seeming to give off a 
strong and strange fragrance caus-
ing passersby to stop and raise their 
noses upwards, the tiny hairs within 
retreating from the heat and staring 
wide-eyed as unexpectedly one of 
the drawers became loose, sending a 
flurry of yellowing papers floating and 
flapping through the cloud-like pockets 
of smoke until suddenly bursting into 
flames and sailing out of sight like a 
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flock of smoldering birds.

 Women began carrying boxes 
on their heads. shadows come to life, 
their slender arms swimming through 
the thick rippling air holding onto the 
cardboard and leather that began to 
bow slightly, the colors running down 
their limbs like melted wax as light trails 
of swirling vapor peaked forth from 
locks and keyholes, until the streets 
were filled with soft, beautiful marching 
chimneys.

 as she rounded third street, tak-
ing in the smell of roasted garlic from 
amato’s deli, she noticed a man 
standing alone at the base of terrace 
Fountain holding a map.

 his eyes were green. the kind 
of green she didn’t know could exist, 
moist shimmering miniature gardens 
massaging his pupils, taking in the 
glossiness of the paper held tightly in 
his hands, reflecting distorted shapes 
onto the hair atop his head, illuminated 
islands now revealing the scattered 
patches of white, reminding her of past 
winters, the glow of snow falling pass 
streetlights and the whispered breath 
of gathering ice and lingering exhaust 
leading her through a rusted gate and 
into her backyard, up several hills un-
til coming to rest behind the trunk of a 
mulberry tree, taking a handful of snow 
from the ground and pressing it to her 
lips, letting its cold body melt away 
and slide down her throat, causing 
her chest to grow numb and warm, a 
comfortable exhaustion pulling her into 
the snow, her ear resting on its frozen 
surface lost in an echoing hum as if a 
flowing ocean were beneath her.

 she began to approach him, her 
feet digging into the warm, shifting 
dirt, and her unblinking eyes watching 
his lips move up and down, dry and 
cracked, speaking a silent language to 
the map, conversations made of moun-
tains and roads, unknown frightening 

terrains escalating into arguments, 
both he and the map nearly out of 
breath, dust-filled droplets of sweat 
streaking down his face and arms cov-
ering most of the paper as if a liquid 
night had suddenly descended upon it.

 “hello,” she said, her eyes squint-
ing at the gathering smoke now filling 
more of the space.

 he raised his head upwards way 
from the map and stared directly at her, 
focusing on her incredibly long eyelash-
es encrusted with a thin layer of what 
he gathered was ash, an orange tint 
peeking out from the cracks, glowing 
and dimming in unison with her breaths.

“hello,” he replied now lowering the 
map to his side.

“you’re not from around here are you,” 
she said brushing some loose dirt from 
her dress.

“did the map give it away?”

“it’s how you’re dressed actually.”

“What do you mean?”

“Well, and please don’t take offense to 
this, but people just don’t really dress 
like that here. the men anyways.”

“Men don’t wear blazers here?”

“oh, very rarely. Maybe to funerals, 
but that’s a big maybe and it depends 
on the person. something happened a 
long time ago that people don’t really 
like to talk about, and now blazers are 
just not worn or discussed.”

“Well that’s rather tragic.”

“it’s actually not so bad. i can’t speak 
for all the men of course, but the ones 
i’ve spoken to are more relieved than 
anything else.”

“how so?”

“Vests.”

“Vests?”

“the vests here are unbelievable. the 
colors and innovations in pocket design 

rival, and i’m going to go out on a limb 
here but i believe it, those of any place 
else. it takes us five years to make each 
vest, and it’s composed of silk from the 
burrower toad. ever heard of it?”

“sounds vaguely familiar.”

“they’re these toads that spend eleven 
months out of the year buried under-
ground and only emerge one month 
during the rains to find a mate. i’m not 
boring you am i?”

“not at all. continue.”

“as it turns out, they secrete this silk, only 
toad i’m aware of that does it, and we 
gather as much as we can before they 
return underground. takes us five years 
to gather enough, but, and hopefully 
you’ll get a chance to see one up close, 
it’s completely worth it. something you’ll 
never be able to forget.”

 she suddenly realized that the 
man had not blinked once during this 
discussion, and wondered if by some 
unfortunate medical reason could not, 
and even spent his nights staring up at 
a white ceiling from his bed, sweating 
profusely trying with the strength of ev-
ery facial muscle to close his eyes so 
that he could sleep, but finding only the 
stinging pain of perpetual exhaustion.

“so what brings you to these parts? 
especially during burning season,” she 
said swatting at a fly zipping past her 
face.

“Well, i was actually hoping to visit 
dudley’s table,” he said now raising 
one of his hands above his eyes to 
shield the increasing heat.

“that is our biggest attraction. are you 
a professional tourist?”

“i’m working on it.”

“it’s really not the best season to see 
it. Just my opinion of course, but if you 
want i can take you to it.”

“oh, i don’t want to trouble you. i’m 
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sure you’re busy and i can manage.”

“no, not at all. and actually, its been a 
while since i’ve been up there and was 
just thinking the other day that it would 
be nice to visit it.”

“you’re sure it’s not going to be any 
trouble?”

“honestly, it would be my pleasure. 
But, we will have to get you a bike.”

“i don’t know if that’s the best idea. i 
haven’t ridden in a while.”

“if you want to see the table, you’re go-
ing to need a bike. come on, it’ll be fun.”

 she motioned with her head, 
waves of heat rippling past her face 
as if she was made of water, leading 
him back into the center of town.

 the buildings had become faces, 
drooping sockets of windows and the 
mouths of doorways emitting pro-
longed moans from unmanned, melting 
record players. 

 she watched as children picked up 
discarded bottle caps from the street, 
and began to shout and toss them at 
one another, reminding her of her fa-
ther’s medals, the ones he had earned 
in the war and was disgusted by, pin-
ning them to her and her brother, an 
oversized officer’s jacket wrapped 
around her shoulders and a helmet on 
her head, propelled by laughter as she 
ran about, letting her bare feet splash 
around in the recently formed pools of 
rain water, as he hid his face behind a 
sheet of cigarette smoke.

 they stopped at nelson’s, rent-
ing a red trailblazer for the day, and 
rode out of town, the fingers of fading 
warmth trying to cling to their backs, 
as they made their way to hanscom 
Meadow where the table rested.

 it was a natural stone formation 
consisting of three pieces, a long, 
smooth oval slab guarded on each 
side by upright platform-like mounds 

resembling some kind of avant-garde 
chair, that would shimmer slightly any 
time the sun brushed against it.

 they laid their bikes down gently 
in the grass, and for a few moments 
stood silently, looking past the table 
at the rolling flowers and wild weeds 
moving back and forth like a school of 
hungry fish.

“Well, shall we sit,” she said motioning 
towards the table.

“is that allowed,” he replied picking at 
a loose piece of thread on his blazer.

“not only that, it’s encouraged. come 
on.”

 as she moved towards the table, 
she stopped and bent down to the 
basket attached to the front of her 
bike and pulled out a bottle of do-
maine Menut, holding up its green 
body which seemed to communicate 
perfectly with his eyes. 

“sorry, but i don’t have any glasses. 
you don’t mind drinking from the bottle 
do you,” she asked.

“i don’t think that should be a prob-
lem,” he replied, following her to the 
table and sitting down on one of the 
smooth mounds, resting his hands on 
its hard skin and feeling the coldness 
of its body.

 she opened the bottle, and nod-
ding her head and raising it upwards 
took a drink and passed it to him.

“i forgot just how quiet it is out here,” 
she said pulling her hair back for a mo-
ment before letting it fall back down to 
her shoulders.

“Why dudley,” he asked.

“you mean for the name?”

 he nodded and took a drink from 
the bottle.

“Well, funny thing is, you’re probably 
going to get a different answer from 
just about everyone you ask. some say 

it’s natural, some say it’s manmade.”

“and what’s your opinion on it?”

 she smiled and reached for the 
bottle, taking another sip from it.

“i’m inclined to side with the view of the 
gypsies actually.”

“how so?”

“i mean, maybe you’re already aware 
of this so stop me if you are, but the 
gypsies really revere this place. Make a 
whole pilgrimage every year with ban-
ners, singing, you know the works. and 
they believe this guy dudley, and keep 
in mind this was passed down to me so 
not the same for everyone, but he made 
this thing out of rock he brought with him 
from some place far away, and suppos-
edly it has a quality about it.”

“Magical?”

“Just a quality is all, and the gypsies 
will come and rest their heads on it 
and supposedly it speaks to them if 
you can believe that.”

“and what does it say?”

“Well, that’s the thing, they never say. 
i’d like to think it’s good, you know 
something beneficial, but you never 
know. should we try it?”

“i don’t know if i’m really in the mood.”

“oh come on now. you came all this 
way, you have to at least try it. you 
never know what you might hear.”

 he stared at her face for a few 
moments, the passing wind creating 
streaks of colors connecting the scat-
tered freckles on her face, turning 
them into constellations that wobbled 
and disappeared in front of him.

 he finally nodded, and the two 
slowly rested their heads on the sur-
face of the table, closing their eyes and 
feeling a vibration that manifested as 
outlined darkness, silhouetted fence 
posts and figures running, endless hills 
and a horizon that leaps and dances 
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skateboarders around the world.  Thus began his passion, thereafter continuing 
his studies and receiving a B.A. in Journalism from the University of 
Oregon.  He is an award-winning editor and has worked in the commercial, 
feature, TV, and documentary genres.  For the past 3 years, Chris’ focus has 
been on fashion and beauty in both print and film.

www.bredesenproductions.com                                                                                



ANNAH YEVELENKO - BEAUTY EDITOR

Annah developed her love for makeup artistry as a child when she marveled at 
her grandmother’s shades of red lipstick and the precision of her mother’s liquid 
liner flick. Growing up in an artistic family she began to paint portraits - realizing 
her passion to paint faces. With a decade of experience behind her belt with 
jobs ranging from commercial and fashion print to runway shows to film/video 
work -  she is constantly researching the industry to always be up-to-date on 
trends in skin care, makeup and hair techniques.

www.belleface.com

COURTENAY BRANDT - FASHION EDITOR

Fashion Editor Courtenay Brandt has always had a strong passion for both music 
and fashion. For many years she travelled the world with some of the most 
successful bands of our generation including Kings of Leon, Massive Attack, No 
Doubt and Red Hot Chili Peppers. After life on the road she began her journey into 
fashion styling bands, developing fashion films and shooting editorials.  Originally 
from Vancouver, BC she also called London, Tokyo, New York, Glasgow and San 
Diego home but is now happily settled into the beach life of Santa Monica, CA. 
Years of living and working internationally have given Courtenay an extensive and 
unparalleled exposure to many styles, trends and designers, which she brings to 
the pages of Bisous.

www.courtenaybrandt.com

OUR FUTURE IS IN YOUR HANDS...

JASMINE HROMJAK - ART DIRECTOR

Jasmine is an illustrator and designer. She is most likely painting sea creatures 
right...now.



GUEST LIST

MARC CARTWRIGHT is a celebrity portrait photographer, who grew up in New York on 
Long Island’s East End.  In 1993, he moved to New York City where he attended NYU 
studying Semantics.  While fulfilling an art requirement, he discovered photography.  Marc 
quickly realized that his love of the art was to become his life’s passion.  His work has 
appeared in Elle, Marie Claire, Entertainment Weekly and Variety to name a few. 

www.marccartwright.com/

CAITLYN CARRADINE

Los Angeleno ballerina turned fashion designer pursuing artistic whimsy. Lace is my middle 
name.  Caitlyn stepped in as a contributing fashion illustrator and trend forecaster for this 
issue.

JORDAN LAUDADIO

A Chicago native who draws inspiration from unconventional places. Follow me on Insta-
gram! (Jlaudad) Jordan co-styled the Black W editorial and assisted on the Romad’s Land.

LISETTE MORA is a Los Angeles based stylist and FIDM graduate who brings the latest 
trends and news relating to fashion and events.  She started in the fashion industry at a 
young age, already amassing over a decade of experience.  She is currently exercising her 
talent as a Fashion editor and Stylist for Daman, August Man, XEX, Bisous and Bello 
Magazine. She has worked on shows such as Sheer Genius, Millionaire matchmaker, and 
X-Factor. She worked as the Visual Coordinator at Barneys New York which gave her an 
extensive experience in the styling world. Lisette was contributing fashion editor for the LOST 

LUCAS PASSMORE, Los Angeles based photographer, also owns a doberman named, 
“Killface.”  

www.lucaspassmore.com/

 



JOSH GIBSON   

In my hometown of Peoria, Illinois, I studied theatre and television production at Illinois Central 
College. After three years of working for a steel factory, I left my job to take a position at a local NBC 
affiliated television station. A year later, I moved to Chicago to study film. In the Spring of 2006, I 
graduated with a BA in Cinematography from Columbia College Chicago.

I have a variety of local, national and international clients that keep me traveling. When I am not on 
the road, I keep busy with my own projects. Josh shot the gyspy beauty photos of Savannah. He’s 
also a major supporter for us when shooting on locations!

ELIZA STEGIENKA

Born and located in Warsaw, Poland. Photography for me is a real passion, which became my work and 
way of life. I`m mostly interest in fashion and portrait photography. Apart from photography I love cooking ( 
and eating of course! ).  Coolest place I ever travelled to is undoubtedly Barcelona in Spain.

http://www.elizastegienka.com/

TROY JENSEN

Celebrity/Fashion photographer Troy Jensen grew up in California and has photographed 
celebrities such as Rachel McAdams, Kim Kardashian, Jennifer Lopez and Nicole 
Scheringer. He has been featured on hit tv shows like Keeping up with the Kardashians & 
Americas Next Top Model. Troy’s work can be seen in magazines like Rolling Stone and ad 
campaigns like Peta and Jouer cosmetics in addition to album covers for Nicole Scherzinger,  
Ndea Davenport and Erika Jayne to name a few.. Troy currently resides between LA and 
NYC. 

NATASHA ESTELLE

I wanted to be a flowergirl but I was never a flowergirl. I question so many things that aren't 
questionable. I believe a lot of clichés become clichés because they are proven to be true, 
and sometimes the fact that the past is the past is hard to take. Have you ever taken advan-
tage of someone in the art-world? Natasha shot our Petal Pusher editorial in Jakarta.

http://natashaestelle.com

MATTHEW VASILIAUSKAS is a graduate of Columbia College Chicago, where he received a 
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Film and Video Production. In 2009, he was awarded the Silver Dome 
Prize by the Illinois Broadcast Association for best public affairs program as producer of the Dean 
Richards Show at WGN Radio. His work has appeared in such publications as The Pennsylvania 
Review, Stumble Magazine and The Adirondack Review. Matthew currently lives and works in Los 
Angeles. You can view more of his writings here: thepapersnake.com/



NATALIE DE GROOT

Is a fashion designer born and raised in Los Angeles. After designing for successful

lines Natalie now freelances as a design consultant and is currently working towards

releasing her own clothing line. Natalie was our trend request forecaster for this Issue.

BEN BERNSCHNEIDER

After winning several prestigious prizes as a copywriter (The One Show , Klappe, Auszeich-
nung ADC 2003, Golden Award of Montreaux, Gold World Medal beim New York Festival, 
Grand Award 2002 N.Y.C, Cresta International Award "Winner" 2002, CLIO Design Award...) 
Ben Bernschneider now works as a photographer, director and scriptwriter (Gonger/Pro7, 
Gonger II/Pro7, Countdown/RTL). He is represented by Trinity Movie Agency in Berlin. Since 
2011 he has been part of the SOUNDBASE STUDIO team and his first novel just got 
published... Ben shot the lovely Brandi Seymour for our model behaviour feature.

www.benbernschneider.tumblr.com

MONICA OROZCO AKA deMONICA

I share my name with a tango enthusiast and like the dance she does, I, too, am filled with 
passion - for capturing quirky, dark, sexy images, especially those of my hometown of Los 
Angeles. My work has been shown around the world, published online, and showcased in 
numerous magazines including Anthem, Spin, TimeOut London, Interview, Swindle, Whitehot, 
JPG, ARTINFO and ForYourArt.

www.demonicaphoto.com

MONTY JACKSON

Young Los Angeles-based up and comer specializing in editorial, commercial, and celebrity styling.  

Twitter & Instagram: MrMontyJackson 

WILLIAM CONKLIN:  Artist, Comedian, Writer, Devil may have you.      

www.williamconklin.com






